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NOMENCLATURE 
- Wall area normal to t~e Z direction (in. 2) 
-Area at the inside surface of a componen~ wall (in. 2) 
- Acoustic velocity of the hydraulic fluid (in./sec.) 
- Coefficients in the assumed wall temperature function 
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m 
- Specific heat of the hydraulic fluid at. constant pressure 
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m 
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D - Denominator of the fluid temperature transfer function 
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the . assumed wall te.mperature function 
EF - Flow energy of a fluid st.ream (Btu) 
EI - Internal energy of a fluid stream (Btu) 
EM - Mechanical energy into or out of a component (Btu) 
E8 - Internal energy of the fluid in a component (Btu) 
Ew - Energy transferred from the fluid in a component to the 
component wall (Btu) 
e - Base of the natural logarithms 
f - Darcy~Weisbach friction factor 
2 gc Gravitational constant (386.04 in. lbm/(sec, lbf)) 
ix 
h. - Convection coefficient at the inside component wall surface 
1 
(B~u/ (sec. in. 20 R)) 
h - Convection coefficient at the outside component wall surface 
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- Integrals appearing in the approximate solution of- the- wall 
conduction equation 
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temperature variables) 
Pi - Independent temperature at ,a component port· (0 R) 
Q - Volumetric fluid flow rate (in. 3/sec~) 
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qw - Rate of heat transfer from the hydra~lic fluid to a component 
r. 
r. 
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T 
T 
e 
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0 
T. 1 1n et 
wall (Btu/sec.) 
- Radial dimension of a transmission line (in,) 
- Inside radius of a transmission line (in.) 
- Outside radius of a transmission line (in.) 
- A discrete state vector 
- The Laplace variable 
- Temperature ( 0 R) 
- Environmental temperature ( 0 R) 
- Hydraulic fluid temperature (0 R) 
- Inside component wall surface temperature (0 R) 
- Outside component wall surface temperature. (0 R) 
- Hydraulic fluid temperature at the inlet of a transmission 
TP - Temperature c;>f the .fluid at a port. (0 R) 
~T - Temperature difference (0 R) 
t - The independent variable, time (sec.) 
~t - The integration time st~p (sec.) 
U - Overall heat transfer coefficient. (Btu/ (sec. in.20 R) 
u - Hydraulic fluid internal energy as a function of pressure and 
v 
v 
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m 
- Fluid velocity (in./sec.) 
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- Unknown function of time in the assumed wall temperature 
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w - Derivative of w with respect to t 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Digital simulation of continuous dynamic systems has developed in 
• 
conjunction with the modern digital computer. (such simulation requires a 
digital computer of sufficient size and computation speed, a mathematical 
description of the dynamic system, and appropriate algorithms to allow 
the solution of the system response to be calculated.) The size and.com-. 
putation speed of the computer influence the practicality of simulating 
the response of any particular dynamic system. (The physical character-
istics of the system to be simulated indirectly determine whether avail- 1 
\\0' ~0\ -\D I 
able models and algorithms are approp.riate,\ If current models and ltJ<_\,w 5J:Lh.Q.r"'' 
') . \\ '~' ~ Cl. 1\01"' I""'::;,_ 
algorithms are not applicable, the investigator must either develop the J 
missing portions or not perform the. simulation. 
This study is concerned with the simulation of the transient mechan-
ical and thermal response of hydraulic systems.· The term mechanical 
response is used to denote the pressure'· flow, velocity, and position 
responses of the system components. T4ermal response includes the tern-
perature of both the hydraulic fluid a,nd the system components as well as 
heat transfer effects. (:he study con?iders hydraulic systems to be con-
structed of interconnected component,s which are each modeled individually. 
This approach allows.component models to be developed without any assump-
tions which restrict the configuration of hydraulic systems which can be 
simulated. ) 
1 
2 
(The results of this study are directly applicable to the simulation 
of hydraulic power systems. This includes systems such as·those used OJ). 
aircraft, mobile equipment, and agricultural tractors) The capability 
developed in this study makes it possible to investigate hydraulic system 
responses during warm-up, in the presence of extremely high temperatures, 
or with part or all of the system operating in a cold environment. The 
above mentioned systems and operati~g conditions are only examples which 
f indicate the variety of conditioi).S to.which this study applies. ~It is 
the. intention that any hydraulic power system should be able to be 
analyzed using the model forms and algorithms developed herein.) 
Systems other than hydraulic power systems can also be COI).Sidered. 
As an example, the fuel delivery and injection system on a diesel or 
gasoline engine could be studieci, with the techniques that have been de-
veloped. Also, si~ulations of tne transient pressure, temperature, and 
flow response of pipe networks can be performed. Networks which can be 
simulated include, for example, residential and commercial hot water 
delivery systems and long-distance liquid transmission lines such as 
those used to transport petroleum products.· In general, the results are 
applicable to non.,-power systems which are characterized by transient 
liquid flow through transmission lines, 
Objective and Scope of Study 
The objective of this study was the development of mathematical 
models and.numerical algorithms for the digital simulation of the thermal 
response of hydraulic systems which do not operate at constant tempera-
ture, It was ass~ed that electric<:!-1, mechanical, and pressure/ flow 
models were available and thus only thermal response models needed to be 
developed for the hydraulic syst~m components, ( Mul tiport component· 
models which could be inter-connected to form a system model were soughty 
Th.e equation forms which ~ere allowed were sets of .first-order~ ordinary 
differential equations, sets of .first-order difference equations; and. 
sets of algebraicl equations,·· (Algorithm~ were developed to allow the . 
component models to be used in a system simulation program which had the 
capability to predict combined mechanical, electrica~, thermal, and. 
pressure/flow transient responses.) 
The study-also included the development of-a prototype-digital pro 7 
gram used to demonstrat;e the models an<;l to verify the algorithms. The 
program was designed in a manner that allowed the computer storage re-
quirements ·to cpange wit;h the number of components being modeled. A 
sparse matrix approacQ. was. investigatec;l for use in .solving the a~gebraic 
equations, in a system model. · The program structure used included th~ 
capability to accept any new compone~t mocJels which could be .expressed in 
the above mentioned forms,· 
Thc:l prototrpe .. routine was the second portion of a conc~ptual program 
which utilizes a preprocessor to interpret user-supplied input data. 
The investigati<m included the design and specifications, for tQ.e pre-
processor but did not includ.e the programming of tQ.e ac1;:ual routine. 
Major Results 
The most significant res_ult .of this work is the development of the 
capability to predict the combined thei:IDal. and mechanical response. of 
hydraulic systems. (The developments in this study which make the pre-
diction possible include, cont+ibutions in both system modeling and. simu-. 
lation algorithms) The models and sqlutions which are attributable t~ 
this study are a transmissioh line model with both an operational mathe-
matics and method of characteristics solution~ a one-;'dimensional thermal 
wall model with a solution utilizing the heat balance integral~ and a 
thermal response model for gene~al hydraulic components, 
There are three algorithmic developments in this study which are 
most significant. The first is the development of an algorithm for de-
fining temperature at a component .port sueh that the flow direction is 
not defined a priori. The second development makes it possible to 
utilize a sparse matrix solution fqr algebraic equations in a system 
model. An important result of the ~p~ is the ability 
to use a very simple syntax within individual cqmponent model routines. 
(_The third contribution is the specificatiqn of a preprocessor and simu-
lator approach for the simulation of hydraulic systems) The approach 
make~ it possible to describe systems.as coupled components and to de-
velop new component models which can be implemented with very little 
effort. (A distinguishing featu.re of the preprocessor a.I;ld simulator 
approach developed herein is.that it is.component oriented as contrasted 
to being equation oriented.) 
Plan of Presentation 
A summary of the literature reviewed for this study is presented in 
Chapter II. Thermal response models and solutions appear in Chapt~r III 
with additional details in Appendices A and B. The inclusion of thermal 
response in a system simulation is considered in Ch<';!-pter IV where an 
approach is developed to allow fluid temperature at a component port to 
4 
be considered in a general manner. The response of the thermal models is 
demonstrated by two examples v. One example consist!_o:~-~~./ 
5 
___.---~--·-·---·~--............ ~:-~-~~~~tJ_Q.~miss.i_o..n li~:.~~c~ ... ~,~~.::»~.~~~:_a~:Y 
(~~-be conclusions. and recollllllend~tions appear .in the final·.chapter. 
A!)pendices . C and. D contain pregrariuning details with the. first considering 
the J>rei?rocessor and simulator . approach. to siiJ!.ulation .and the second .. 
dealing with. the use of a,sparse matrix equ~tion solver within a simula-
tion program. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Oigital simulation of hydraulic systems requires an understanding of 
both the physical system and the algorithms used by the computer program. 
The literature survey presented in this chapter cont~ins two sections 
dealing with the phenomena of mechanical and thermal response and one 
section concerned only.with algebraic equation algorithms. Both'the 
modeling and the solut:i,on of the physical responses are considered in the 
review. 
In brief, the following literature survey reveals that: 
1)\/there is no existing hydraulic system simulation progr~ de-
signed for or well-suited for the inclusion of dynamic thermal 
response models; 
2) transient heat transfer and temperature response investigations 
have considered components similar to those. foun<;l in hydraulic 
systems (for example, transmission lines have been.studied e~­
tensively) but no method for investigating entire systems is 
available; and 
3) ~parse matrix methods are used in structural analyses b~t have 
not been extensively applied in other types of dynamic .system 
simulation. 
6 
7 
Mechanical Response 
The determination of the response of a hydraulic circuit is a prob-
lem in continuous system simulation. Several programs have been devel-
oped which could be used to model or simulate a hydraulic system if one 
wish.es to work with the individual component equations~ A review of the 
various programs has been presented by Smith (1). These programs have 
been developed independent of any particular type of dynamic system, and 
therefore contain no speciali~atiqn for hydraulic systems. The most sig-
nificant programs are MIMIC, DSL/90, and CSMP/360 (2,3,4) •. Several elec-
trical circuit analysis programs which have been developed are reviewed 
by Murali (5). The better known programs are CIRCUS, ECAP, NET, and 
SCEPTRE. The programs are specialized for electrical circuit analysis 
and are not .well suited for adaption to hydraulic circuits. 
A major study of available hydraulic system simulation programs was 
conducted by Boeing Commercial Aircraft (6) for the Air Force in 1972-
1973. The investigation identified five transient mechanical response 
programs including HYTRAN (Boeing), HYTRAN (McDonnell), LQSTl (NASA-
University of Georgia) (7), TS7 (General Dynamics), and HYDSIM. (Oklahoma 
State University (1). Of the five, the only program with the capability 
to handle algebraic sets crossing component boundaries is HYDSIM. An im-
proved version of the McDonnell HYTRAN is currently being developed under 
contraGt .for the Air Force (8). This program is very strongly dependent 
on the method of characteristics line model (9,10,11,12), and uses the 
properties of the model to avoid algebraic equation sets. 
2he general programs MIMIC, DSL/90, and CSMP/360 utilize a pre.,. 
processor and simulator execution structure. Each program accepts input 
in a specific format and creates computer code to be used by the 
8 
simulator. fhe MIMIC processor reads user input and creates a machine 
language subprogram which is used during the actual simulation portion of 
the execution. The CSMP/360 preprocessor translates the user input into 
a Fortran subroutine which is then compiled and used by the CSMP/360 
simulator, The approach used in DSL/90 is similar to CSMP/360 except 
that the program also provides a portion of the job control statements 
required for its own execution) 
Thermal Response 
The Boeing investigation identified only one program, HEATEV (13,14), 
designed for hydraulic system thermal analysis. The program performs 
steady-state analysis using lumped parameter models. The same study also 
identified several "fluid system analyzers" and "thermal analyzers", none 
of which were concluded as being sui ted to hydraulic system thermal re-
sponse studies, The "fluid system analyzers" are designed for use in 
steady-state environmental control system analysis, and the "thermal 
analyzers" are intended for problems involving the temperature distribu-
tions in structures, McDonnell is currently under contract to develop a 
hydraulic system thermal analysis program under the same contract as the 
I-!YTRAN extensions (8), No results have been published, and it is ex-
pected that the program will have the same restrictions as HYTRAN and 
will perform only quasi-transient analysis. 
Heat transfer to fluid flowing in a pipe has been studied by many 
investigators. Numerous papers deal with determining the Nusselt number 
for steady laminar or turbulent pipe flow. Work in this area has been 
reviewed by Fand (15) 9 Hughmark (16), Kalinin (17), and Petukhov (18). 
The most basic result is the determination of the Nussel t number as a 
funct;ion of·the Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and fluid temperature. 
St~1;1dy~state pipe flow and heat transfel' has:also been,.investigated_ 
analytic~lly, Problems of tl?-is tyl'e are ·termed a Graetz vroblem due to 
th:e fact·that Graetz presentec:l the ,first analytical solution forth~ 
9 
laminar case in 1885 (19). The works of Chung (20) ,. Dunduchenko (2U, 
Gaertner (22), Siegel, (23), Thomas (24), and Tseng (25) are repres~n,ta- . 
tive. The works. generally consi4er specified inside wall t~mperature or. 
heat. flux,, no a~ial concluction, and either steady solutions or approxi~ 
----·- --··-------·--· 
mate transient solutions following step .inputs. 
Analytical investigations involving heat,transfer and pipe .flow 
which consider the wall cond,uctivity have been repo~ed by Forghieri 
(26), Hayasi · (27); and Mori (28). All of .these studies .cons~dered a thin 
wall, a steady parabolic or -uniform velocity profile,, and specified out-:: 
side wall conclitions •. Approximate ~alyt;ical solutions are found fo:r; the 
steady temperature profile (28) and for step inputs (26,27). 
The ea!liest work applicable to transient pressure, flow,, and tem-
peratu:r;e was presented by Dussinberre (29) •. The approach consisteg of a 
difference equatic,m mode.l for lumped fluid. elements . in a line. . A method 
for calculating tra.n,s.ient pressure; flow 1 and temperl3,ture wa~ q.eveloped 
by Benson (30). A method of .characteristics solution was used and ap-. 
plied; to the flow of gas t4rough ·a super-charged .two ... cycle engine. 
Equivalent methoqs have been used by Wright- (31), Kot (32), lssa (33), 
Jonsson (34),. and Kawahashi . (35). All of the solutions consider a cqm-
pressible, fluid and use the equation of state for a gas. No equivalent 
investigation for liquids has been located. 
Heat transfer during pulsating or periodi<;: flow has been ,considerecl 
br.several authors; Siegel (36,37) has reviewed the el:l,rly work in the. 
10 
area and presented an analytical st~dy. The experimental work is often 
in conflict with investigators reporting both an increase and decrease in 
the Nusselt number for pulsating flow as compared to steady flow for the 
same average velocities. The re~ults by Siegel indicate that for pulsa-
tions not involving flow reversals, there is only a slight increase in 
the average heat transfer due to pulsations. Jenkins (38) extended the 
work of Siegel to the circular tube with the same general results, Ex-
perimental ·studies by Galitseysldy (39) and Keil (40) show conflicting 
results typical of those reviewed by SiegeL Thoma~ has cons~dered the. 
problem from a turbulent flow point of view, and the results indicate an 
increase in heat transfer due to pulsations (41). Flow reversals have 
been considered by Niida with even larger predicted increases in total 
heat transfer (42). The experimental studies have shown the pulsatile 
Nusselt number to differ from the steady value by a factor of 0.7 to 2.0. 
Theoretical predictions range from 1.0 to 10.0 depending on pipe location 
and, pulsation amplitude and frequency. 
Heat transfer involving irregular geometries must be considered in 
the analysis of such components as valves, pumps, orifices, etc. Several 
authors have presented methods for determining equivalent heat. transfer 
coefficients (43,44,45 146,47). Recent conduction heat transfer research 
is largely oriented toward integral methods which are directly relateQ. to 
the finite element.method popular in structural analysis (48), A review 
of t~e basic approaches has been presented by Goodman (49) and Weiss 
(50). The three approaches used are the heat balance integral by 
Goodman (50 ,51), a variational method by Biot (52 ,49}, and the more 
general method of weighted residuals (53). 
11 
Algebraic Equation Sets 
The constructic;m of the algebraic equation sets related to a par~ 
ticular fluid power circuit has been accomplished by Smith (1). Smith'.s 
HYDSIM program uses either a Newton~Raphson or a closecj.-form differential. 
solutien to solve the algebraic equatio~s.: · An alternate·applicable 
\ . ' , 
method has been presented by Powell (54).· All of the methoqs require the 
repeatecj. solution of a set of linear equations which will often be 
sparse, i.e., the coefficient matrix contains a reladvely large number 
of zero values, Mondkar (55) and Wilson (56) have presented methods· for 
solving sparse equations when the coefficient matrix is banded, sym-
metric, and positive-definite. The more general method.of Key (57) is 
more applicable to fluid powel;' circuit analysis. Coefficient ma:t:rix ·. 
storage algorithms are used by all of the mentioned methods. DeVilliers 
has .presented a discussion and evaluation of several hashing methods for 
coefficient storage (58), The paper concludes .that there is n,o signifi-
cant reason why the non-zero terms in the cqefficient matrix must be 
stored in any sequential ~attern but rather they need only be stored in a 
deterministic manner. · 
... 
CHAPTER III , 
DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL· .. RESPONSE MODELS 
The. total res.ponse ·of a hycj.raulic system compon~nt includes both the 
mechan~cal and thermal respon~e. Mechanical respons~ implies .the posi~. 
tion, velocity, fqrce, torq1,1e1 pressure, or flow re~ponse of the compo-
nent, · Thermal response:, as .used .in thi~. study, describes. the. chang.e ·in 
temperature of the .hyraulic fluid and the component. mass ,which occ1,1rs 
simultaneously with, the.mechanic~l response, An alternate definition of 
thermal·response·cquld be stated in terms of the change in inter1lal 
energy which occurs .. in the hyrauli~. flu.id and in the material .of .the 
c~mponent walls. If.one assumes that internal energy depends only on 
tempera1;ure, then, either il).ternal energy or t~mperature c~ be used il). 
describing thermal response• This assumption is ma4e in this study, and, 
in general, . thet:mal response . is expressed in te~s of the more convenient 
temperature rather. than, internal energy, 
Th·is. chapter defines the type .of block-oriented the:rmal response 
models s 0ught in th:e study. Requirements of the block-orientation a]i.'e 
considered to ensure the applicabi~ity of the models to a system simula-
tion. Thermal mqdels are.then developed for the fluid.mass ,bqth.in gen-
eral hycj.raulic system componen:ts an,d for fluid transmission lin.es, The 
mathematical model for the component mass is. developed in the l~st 
section of the chapter. · 
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Multipart Component Model Considerations, 
The thermal response models developed in this study are intended for 
implementation in a block-oriented simulation program, This requires 
that,components-be mod~led in terms of .the physical variables which are 
defin,ed at the component ports (1 ,59 ,60 ,61). (The.se variables are. called 
port variables where 11port" refers to the points at which components are. 
interconnected~ 
A multipart representation of a system from the .thesis by Smith (1) 
is shown in Figure 1. The figure contains three components with two 
ports each, and one.component, the valve, which contains three ports. 
The port·variables for classical multipart component models are chosen in 
one of two ways, One method defines port variables such that the product 
of· the two variables at a port equals the rate at, which energy passes 
through the. port, T~is convention is followed for each of the six pairs 
of port variables in Figure ~ exqept the force/stroke port for the valv:e. 
The product of these two varia'Qles .is the net.energy which has crossed 
the port . and is an example .of the second method for selecting port 
variables, 
The arrows in Figure 1 define the .causality of t~e port variables, 
At each port·there is one.arrow pointing toward the component with an 
associated independent port variable. (When the component model is de-
veloped, the independent port varial:>les are treated as inputs which will 
be defined "independent'~ of the component being modeled. The arrow 
pointing away from .each port, has an assqciated dependent port variable.· 
which must be defined by the component model, These variables are the 
outputs of the component model .and can be thought of as being "dependent" 
on the ,mode!) 
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Figure 1. Multipart System Representation 
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The coupling of component models to form a system model ,causes_the 
ingependent and dependent variables at connected ports to be interre-
late<;!.. In Figure 1 1 Q1 is dependent _with respect to the pump and inde-
pendent with respect to .the pipe, .. Similarly~ P 1 is dependent and 
independent contingent on the reference component, The vari('l.bl~s are 1 in 
general, . functionally relatec;l due to port coupling. For exa~ple 1 if the 
---------~--~----~ 
pipe model in Figure 1 defin.es .. 
---------------------- --~ •• -- •• -···- --- -----·-·-·•· I 
= f(Q1) and the pump model g~fines 
ample ,4~mo!l:~trates that ~.a port vadable can .be·· independen~ with respect. 
~ --- .-· ··--. ·-··- ---· .,_,_ 
to one component, dependent with :respect to the .connecte4 component, and· 
------- -- ·----~---· ................. _._ .. __ ·--------- _____ ........ ··------1..._.;_ •.. ~ .. --~·-""'""""'"____ ,.~ ................... - ...... ______ .................. •''"''' '- _________ • ......, ____ ~ 
unknown wit11. respect. to the: system model. The algorithms and equation 
~---~----~--- ~-~ ... , .. ,,,,,,,,.,_,,.-•··•--- ·-----•-··"••-.--·•"'·',',,.' ... ·•-. .-·"-·''....,._.., __ ....,.._..,e.,.,, 
forms necessary to allow a correct simul tane~us prediction of the system 
model response for nc;mlinear models were de:f;ined by Smith (1 ,59). 
Rosenberg has defineg the requirements for line('l.r models described in 
te,rms of basic elements and so4rces (60 ,.61), 
/HyQ.rome~hanical systems can ·be modeled in terms of five port. vari-
\: frc"" \1~"~r)J" 
abl.e pairs which a:re (pressure, flow), (force, position), (force 1 veloc 1~ ~M~~c.. 
ity), (t~rque, angullilrposition), and·(torqu~ 1 an~larvelocity)l (Thes: u.\ 4 \; 0 •• __ 
_/ ov...ly P+. F.v 
addition of electrical comp9nents requires l;lefining (_voltage'·· curren'4) · T.o.-v-
ports,} If thermal effects are considered, two adgitional port,types 
must be defined to.include the effect ,of heat transfer and to include the 
int:e,rnal energy in a fluid stream and a wall mass. 
Heat Transfer Ports 
A heat tra.n,sfer port can be described with entropy rate and tempera":' 
ture as the port variables (62), The product of the two variables will 
th,en be the heat transfer rate which is the rate at .which thermal energy 
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passes through the port. Entropy rate.is analogous to flow rate, force, 
and current, ·and temperature can ,be cornpared, to pressure, velocity, and 
voltage, 
Even though the variables constitute a port·description which is 
conceptually acceptable, entropy rate and temperature are not attractive .. 
for use in component modeling .. It is desirable to select a pair of 
variables which are in common engineering usage an<;l which are readily 
useful. A port assigned the variables heat transfer rate and temperature 
would be conven~ent from an applications viewpoint, Each port variable 
would represent a quantity which is of interest in the determination of 
the thermal response of a hydraulic system. In _practice these variables 
describe the heat rejected (or gained) by the component and the port 
temperature. 
A conceptual difficulty with using temperature and heat transfer 
rate is.that the product of the two is not an energy or power term. How-
ever, this .does. not impair the usage of such ports in block-oriented 
simulation programs unless. the program requires the. product be energy or. 
power. The prototype program discussed in Chapter IV as well as those 
developed by Smith (59} and McDon.nell Aircraft (8) have no such require-
ment. · Therefore, heat transfer ports appearing in, the models developed, 
herein will use heat transfer rate and temperature as the po:t;'t variables 
even though these variables are not analogous to other port 
designations. 1 
lThis exception for energy due to heat transfer also exists in sys-. 
tern models as presented by Shearer, et al. (62). 
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Internal Energy .Ports 
The internal energy of fluid flowing through the hyraulic fluid 
ports of a component must be included in thermal response models. An 
acceptable internal energy port can be defined by selecting the mass flow 
rate and the internal energy of t4e fluid per unit mass as the port vari~ 
ables. The product of these two quantities yields the energ:y rate, and 
the port is analagous to mechanical or electrical ports. 
Fluid temperature and mass flow rate would be more practical for use 
as port variables. The fluid temperature is of primary interest in. 
analysis of the thermal. response of the fluid and is equivalent to inter-
nal energy given the specific heati Therefore, all internal energy ports 
appearing in this study will use temperature and mass flow rate as the 
port variables. 
Internal energy .is a property of the fluid entering and leaving a 
hydraulic component, and an internal energy port exists if and only if, 
there is a corresponding pressure and flow port, These two facts imply 
that internal energy ports cannot be modeled independent of a pressure 
and flow port. It is also implied, although not obvious, that the selec-
tion of independent and dependent port variables cannot be done arbi-
trarily, The following example indica,tes the requirements of internal 
energy port modeling. 
Consider three components as shown in:Figure 2. Component z.is a 
rigid, adiabatic line with no thennal capacitance in the line wall. Com-
ponents 1 and 3 can be thought of as any components having a pressure and 
flow port with the flow specified as mass rate. The variables P1 and P2 
have been specified as ,being independent for the line model requiring 
that .P •P m1 and m2 be dependent at the pressure and flow ports, This 
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selection is arbitrary,; and either. p or m .. could be dependent. at either 
port. 
Mass . flow rates used. to model the pressure and flow res pons~ of a 
line. are the same as the mass .. flow rates used to determine the internal 
energy at the ports. . .p ·T •P That 1s, m1 = m1 and m2 = 
•T 
m2 in Figure 2. Also, it 
is implied that the causality of mass flow rate at an internal energy 
port is determined by the causality of pressure. If one then considers 
that each port will have a dependent . and independent variable, it would. 
seem that the causality of temperature should be the same as that of 
pressure. Thus Figure 2 might appear to be a properly represented dia-
gram, in .which the mass rates could simply be represented as ml and m2 
with no superscripts to indicate the associated pressure or temperature. 
The causality specified in Figure 2 does not indicate either the 
sign convention for mass flow rate at a port or the .instantaneous direc-
tion of mass flow rate. As a first case, one can assume that mass is 
flowing from .component 1 to component 3. The line receives the. flow m1 
at temperature T1 and discharges fluid at T2. The line exit temperature 
T2 depends on the line inlet temperature T1 plus an increase due to fric-
tional losses in the adiabatic line.. Component 3 receives fluid. at tem-
perature T2 and cannot influence this temperature except indirectly 
through P 2 and the associated frictional losses in the line. It must be . 
realized that:a componei).t receives fluid mass and its associated internal 
energy by virtue of the direction of flow. The fluid property internal 
energy cannot ·be specified by the component physically receiving the 
flow. It follows that a component model can only specify the temperature 
of mass leaving the component; and thus, temperature can only be depend-
ent at a port if fluid is leaving the .port~ 
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The d~pendence of T2 as shown in. Figure 2 contradicts the require-
ment that T2 be dependent on the line model if flow i~ into component 3. 
The dependence would be correct as shown if fluid was\ entering both .ends. 
of the line,.which is possible for a compressible fluid or elastic line. 
It is also quite possible for flow to be leaving both line ports simul-
taneously or for flow to be from cqmponent 3 to component 1, SiJ1Ce all 
of these conditions may occur within a single simulation, it is not pos-
sible; in general, to specify the causality of port emperatures a priori. 
It must rather be realized that port temperature causality changes with 
the direction of flow and models ~nd programs must be .developed in such a 
way that the dependence of port temperature can change . accordingly. The. 
models and program developed in this study satisfy this requirement .. 
Pressure and flow ports which have an associated temperature can be 
compactly represented as in Figure 3, The suggested notation indicates 
the causality of pressure and flow in the conventional manner; Tempera-
ture causality is shown with the double arrow, indicating both possible 
dependencies. The presence .of only one mass flow is consistent with the 
physical phenomena being represented. The notation in Figure 3 is used 
in the remainder of this study. 
Hydraulic Fluid Model for General Components 
Thermal response models developed in this work are based on an un-
steady energy balance, An energy balance is performed on the fluid mass 
within a component and on the mass·of the component itse~f, with the 
allowance for heat transfer between the two masses. The physical quan~ 
tity being modeled is the internal energy.of the masses which .is repre-
sented in. the models by "bulk" temperature. This subsection develops 
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the fluid model for h~drau~ic syst~m components· other. th~ · transmiss,ion. 
lines. Li:n,es al;'e considered separately due to the axial variation in 
temperatur~ which may exi~t. · 
A hydraulic fluid model w~ich includes the known.effects should con, 
side,r i:n,t:;ern~l ·energy as. a function of three spatia~ variabl~s and one 
temporal variable and should also. contain a detailed description of all 
geometries and· assqcil:).ted boundary conditic:ms; · Such a model w0uld not be 
sui table f0r use in a hydraulic system simulation for two major reasons. 
The first -is -that an accurate, detailed, descriptio:n of fluid cavities. in 
a cGmp<;ment is nqt a practical model requirement, Secondly, the _task of 
solving the .m0del equations would be too comp:).ex and· time c<;m.suming tQ be 
included within a system.simulation. An alternate appr0ach must be used. 
to develop a practical mod,el for the thermal response of the fluid ~n a 
hY,draulic c0mpc;ment. 
A general component is -represented by Figure 4 which depicts . the 
types .. of energy which may exist within a fluid power component mqdel, 
. . . ' ' ' 
Figure 4 is appropriate for use in defining a contrQl volume for an .un-
steady energy balance. The assumptions to be made for the energy balance 
are; 
1) the fluid within. the CG,mponent can be described by a bulk fluid 
temperature,, T f; 
2) heat transfer between the fluid and the comp0nent wall is due to 
convection; 
3) fluid propreties .are dependent on temperature; the rate of 
chan~e of these,properties is negligible; 
4) the inside and outs ide .wall . temperatures,- T i and T 0 , can be 
evaluated by applying the ,models dev_eloped in the last section 
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Figure 4. Control Volume for a Hydraulic Component 
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of this chapter; 
5) internal energy .is a fun,ction of temperature ancl is independent 
of.pressure; 
6) changes in .kinetic and potent~al energy are negligible; al).d 
7) energy dissipated du.e to mechanical inefficiel).cy is transferred 
directly to the fluid to increase the fluid internal energy. 
The fi~st two assumptions above can be justified for components such 
as a reservoir~ a small linear actuator 1 or fittings where thorough 
mixing of the. fluid can be expected. For components having very irregu-
lar internal fluid cavities such as pumps 1 motors, and valves, the 
assumption allows a tractable description of the.fluid mass without.the 
detaH required by a distributed mod.el. A practical model probably could 
not be developed for components of irregular geometry without such an 
assumption. 
Assumption 3 is concerned mainly with the dependenc~ of specific 
heat on temperature. Specific heat is not a strong function of temp~ra­
ture for practical hydraulic fluids, thus allowing one to assume that the 
ra~e of change is negligible. Assumptions 5 and 6 are· justified d)Je to 
the relatively small amount~ of energy which are associated with the 
compression, velocity, and position of hydraulic oils. 
The. last assumption m]Jst be. evaluatecl based on experimental results. 
There are no known results in the literature to support or disprove the 
assumption. If the assumption is disproved by future studies, the .models 
which follow will need to be modified to account for the direct transfer 
of .a portion of the dissipated energy to the component wall. The dis-
sipated energy may have to be distributed between the .fluid mass and the 
wall mass and an energy flux term may need to be added to the component 
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wall model. 
An energy balance for the;: fluid in.a component such as that shown in 
Figure 4 requires the. fallowing differential terms:. 
1) internal energy 
. 
=.m c T dt p p 
2) flow ene~gy 
. 
dE - !!!... p dt . F - Jp 
3) me~hanical energy (in terms of efficiency) 
dE = ~ ~p dt (work done on the component 
m Jp n. 
l. 
.. 
-mn 
= Jpo ~p dt (work done by the component) 
4) energy transfer to the wall 
dE·= h. A. (Tf- T.) dt w l. l. l. . 
5) stored internal en~rgy 
An en~rgy balance including on the above terms yields 
Hydraulic system components may possess more than one. pressure and 
flow port. 
each port. 
This requires .that terms 1 and 2 above simply be applied for 
If fluid is leaving a port~ then T for that port equals the p 
fluid temperature Tf' The temperature of fluid entering a port is 
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assMed to .be defined by the component conn~cted to that port. 
The ~steady energy equati9n for the bulk fluid temperature can be. 
expressed as 
P. 
• ..1. 
m. (J + c T . ) 
J P p PJ 
(3.1) 
where 
. ~ is the mass flow at the high pressure port of a pMp or motor; 
~P is inlet pressure minus·exit pressure; 
n is the number of pressure and flow ports including the ~ port; 
Tpj is equal to Tf if mj is negative (flow out.of port j) and is 
defined by the connected component if mj is positive (flow into 
pol;'t j). 
Equation 3.1 cont~ins more. terms than, are applicable to all hydrau-
lie system components. The mec;:han:i,cal .energy terms will be present if 
the component is a pump or an actuator .• For pumps, the n. term will be 
l. 
included, and the -n term is applicable to motors or actuators. 
0 
If significant mechanical. work is present and is not expressible as a 
function of efficiency and·pressure difference, the product of force and 
velocity or torque and angu:J_ar velocity at a port may be more appropriate· 
and would, implicitly include the inefficiency effect, 
Valves and other throttling device models will generally have no 
mechanical terms, and one may also ignore heat transfer if a small sur-
face area is involved. Components such as loss less manifolds or tees. may 
contain only the internal en~rgy term if the heat tra:n,sfer area is again. 
small. If a component contains a small fluid mass~ mf, the assumption 
that th~ response. of Tf is instantaneous,can be used to reduce Equation 
3.1 to a steady energy equation.· Th~s · asS,umption woul9. be appropriat;e, 
fo+ example,. in the ·modeling of .a tee .which would contain negligible 
fluid mass compared to the fluid. mass in the total system .. 
A reservoir m<;>del requires all of the terms .in Equation 3.1 exc~pt 
the mechanical energy terms.. If mf can:not be conside~ed cqnst~t, then 
the previOt\S assumption that the rate of change of cp is .negligible .. 
a~ lows one. to write . 
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(3.2) 
The eq.uivalent to Equ,ation 3.1 is then 
dTf - c T dmf 
mfcp. dt. = f h A (T T ) p dt + i i i - f 
n P. 
+ I ffi.c..J.J. +cT.) (3.3) j=l J P p PJ 
where certain terms may be .eliminated for individual components. If 
Equation 3. 3 is required, conse:rvation of mass also requires that 
~e satisfied simultan~ously. 
dmf n 
dt = I m. j =1 J (3.4) 
Equation 3.1 or Equations .3.3 and 3.4 constit~te a lumped-parameter. 
thermal mode 1 for the fluid ~i thin a component. The model is applicable 
when the assumptions on page 22 are valid for the· component being 
analyzed. The inside wall temperature, T., is defined by the wall tem-
l. 
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perature model derived in the last section of this chapter. The one type 
of component which should not be described by a lumped-parameter model is 
a "long" transmission line. Distributed line models are developed.in the 
following section. 
Hydraulic Fluid Model for Transmission Lines 
The transient pressure and flow response of fluid power transmission 
lines has been studied extensively in recent years as indicated by the 
available literature (10 ,11 ,12 ,63) •. The analytical models for liquid 
transmission lines are based on a.one-dimensional distributed parameter 
line model with the assumption that temperature is held constant, The 
resulting set of partial differential equations has been solved by the 
various investigators with two distinctly separate approaches. One ap-
proach involves using operational mathematics to develop a transfer 
matrix which relates the pressure and flow at opposite ends of a.line. 
Models of this type have been discussed by Goodson (63). The second ap-
proach to determining transient line response employs a nume~ical method 
of characteristics .to determine pressure and flow distributed along a 
line (10, 11 ,12), Thi.s latter approach has the advantages of being able 
to include frequency dependent friction (acceleration) effects in the 
predicted response. 
This section utilizes the energy equation from Appendix A as a model 
for the transient thermal response of the fluid within a transmission 
line. The equation is solved by two methods.which parallel the pressure 
and flow solutions.discussed above. The two solutions are consistent 
with the available mechanical response solutions and can be combined with 
them to predict the combined pressure, flow, and fluid temperature 
response in a .transmission line. 
The Model for Fluid Within a Transmission Line 
A fluid transmission line can be modeled by three partial differ-
ential equations which are the .momentum equatio~, the continuity equa-
tion, and the thermal energy equation. The development of the momentum 
and continuity equations has been presented in detail by Krane (64) and 
Streeter (9) in a form equivalent to that used in typical transmission 
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line studies such as those reviewed by Goodson (63) or in characteristic 
solutions (10,11,12). The momentum equation is 
aP 
-. + ax 
and the continuity equation is 
aP 
-+ at 
2T 
w 
r. 
l. 
2 
v ~ + a p av 0 ax g ax= 
c 
The assumptions.for the above equations are that the flow is .one-
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
dimensional with fluid properties varying in the axial direction only. 
The fluid pressure is above,vapor pressure at all times, and the fluid 
fills the line. The frictional losses are modeled by a shear stress T 
w 
concentrated at the wall. For method of characteristics solutions this 
stress can depend on fluid acceleration and can also be a nonlinear func-
tion of velocity (10,11,12). It is assumed that the wall elasticity can 
be modeled by modifying the velocity of sound in the fluid as shown in 
detail by ~rane (64). The line is assumed to be circular, and no energy 
dissipation occurs-due to expansion or compression in the line wall or in 
the fluid. 
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The thermal energy equation in cylindrical coordinates appears com-
monly in texts on heat and mass transfer (65). For axial flow with only 
axial and radial temperature dependence the thermal energy equation for a 
fluid of constant conductivity can be stated as 
1 av 1 av 
+-T -+-T -J xx ax J rx ar (3 .• 7) 
If one assumes that that temperature is uniform across the diameter of a 
fluid line and that friction exists only at the wall, the equation can b~ 
written as 
a.Tf (~ + V ~) 
= - J at ax 
2 
a Tf 2 
+ kf ---.:;-- + - h . (T . 
., 1<:. r. 1 1 
oX l · 
(~.8) 
The development of the above equation a.I).d the required assumptions are 
shown in Appendix A. The terms in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 have been 
written in a corresponding order. The basic differences are attributable 
to the expression of the radial heat transfer in terms of a convection 
term, the. determination of the partial derivative of pressure with re-
spect to .temperature at constant density in terms of the fluid proper-
ties, and the assumption that friction (represented by Tw) exists only at 
the walL 
Appendix A contains an. order of magnitude analysis of the terms in 
Equation 3.8 with the conclusion that the equation c~ be written as 
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ClTf ClTf 2 
pcv(-::;-t + V -) = -h. (T.. - Tf) 
a Clx r. l. l. (3.9) 
l. 
The assumptions· required for this simplification b~sically depend on the 
properties of common hyd:raulic fluids and do not rest:rict the use of 
Equation 3, 9 for many applications. Appendix A discusses the assumptions 
which allow the simplification. The most significant assumption is. that 
losses dtJe to friction are included in the momentum equation but are not 
significant in the energy equation unless the resulting pressure drop is 
relatively large, 
Operat~onal Solution 
The simplified fluid thermal energy Equation 3.9 is a nonlinear. 
hyperbolic partial differential which together with Equations 3.5 an,d 3, 6 
form. a complete model for the fluid in a line. The thermal energy equa-
tion is coupled to the momentum and continuity equations b~ the velo9ity~ 
V, and could also be coupled through the convection coefficient if one 
utilizes· .a model of the form hi = hi (V, \~). The coupling of the conti-. 
nuity and momentum equations to the. thermal energy equation is through 
the dependence of the fluid properties, i.e.~ viscosity and density, on 
temperature. If h. depends only on V and V is.known, Equation 3.9 c~ be 
l. 
solved indep_endent of Equations 3.5 ang 3.6. 
The operatio11al solutions av~_:i,l~'P!e in the 1i terature fqr the momen-
---
tum and continuity equations generally assume that a nominal fluid 
velocity, v0 , and density, p0 , exist in the transmission line (62,66, 
67). A steady pressure drop exists.due to the nominal through flow, and 
the solution is used to predict a transient perturbation from thenominal. 
If the terms which appear ascoefficients in Equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.9 
are replaGed by nominal values, v0 , p0 , cvO' then the following set of 
linear hyperbolic partial differential equations results: 
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2.,t + Po Cav v av) = 
ax g at+ 0 ~X 
2-r 
w 
r. 
1 
(3 .• 10) 
c 
aP 
-+ at 
2 
a Po av 
-g-a-x= 0 
c 
2 
-h. (T. - Tf) r. 1 1 
1 
It is now possible to solve Equation 3.12 as discussed below .. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
The methods employed in the literature for solving Equat~ons,3.10 
and 3.11 can be sunnnarized in four ,basic steps. These consists of trans-. 
forming the equations from the time and space domain to.the Laplace and 
space domain. The transformed equations are then solved to determine 
pressure and velqci ty at the ends of a line in terms of the Laplace. 
variable, s. Since the original equations are partial and not ordinary 
differential equations, the soluti<;ms ·in s contain hyperbolic sine and 
cosine functions ,and cannot conveniently be inverse transformed. If the 
hyperbolic functions •are expressed in terms of t:runcated product e;x:pan~ 
sions 1. one can develop rational polynomial transfer functions which ,re-
late the pressure and velocity at the twq ends of a, transmission )ine. 
These transfer functions can be transformed to the time domain to com-
plete the solution which consists of a.set of ordinary differentia~ equa-
tions. This approach will be used to solve Equation 3 .. 12. 
Th~ solution to be derh:ed for Equation 3.12 is intended for appli-
cation to hydraulic lines, If one c<;tn assume that the thermal capaci-
. . 
tance of the line wall is negligible; the equation b~comes 
where T is the environmental temperature and 
. e 
u 1 = 
1 r - r. 1 0. 1. 
-+ h. k + h 
1. 0 
A non-dimensional temperature can be defined as 
T = 
T - T f e 
and a parameter c~ be defined a$ 
The spatial variable can be· scaled by 
X X = 
.Q, 
T 
e 
and the temporal variable can be non-dimensionalized by the use of 
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(3.13) 
The· above four definitions allow Equation 3,13 to be written. in a 
non-dimensional form as-
aT aT 
....... + -+ rT = o a-r ax (3,14) 
wh~ch is linear and homogeneou~. · Th~ boundary conditions for Equation 
3,14 are: 
"'' T = T Cx, -r) 
T (0 ~ t) = T. l t ( t) 1.n e 
T(X,O) = 0 
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The initial condition is selected for conveRiertce.and c~n be changed 
in the.final solution.· Thus, the Laplace transform of Equation 3.14 with 
respect tq t .is: 
t.c!!:. + n + at ax rT) = tCO) 
d 
sT(x,s) + dx T(x,s) + rT(x,s) = o 
~X T(x,s) + .(s + r)T(x,s) = o 
The solution of Equation 3.17 subject to. T(O,s) = T. 1 t(s) is: 1.n e. · 
T (x,s} = T. (s)e-(s+r)x 1.nlet 
-sx -rx 
= T.· (s)e e 1.nlet 
E~uation 3.19 can be inverse t~ansformed to. 
_ -rx 
T(x,r) - T. 1 t(t -x)e 
· 1.n e . 
and unnormalized for x = 1 to 
2UQ, 
Tf(t) = T + (T. (t - !_) - T )e 
e · 1.nlet v0 e 
which is a solution for Equation 3.14. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3,18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
This so.lution cqnsists of a time delay of Q./V 0 plus the exponential 
tenn due to heat transfer. Since Equation 3. 9 does .not contain the 
friction, conduction, or pressure effects, one would expect the solution. 
to depend only on heat transfer an.d the history of the input temperature. 
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A t:ransfer function for the response of Tf to Tinlet canbe derived 
by expanding Equation 3.18 and trunc"loting the .expansion at the desired 
ordE;lr. This' type of solution has .been presented for the momentum and 
continuity equations by Goodson (66) and Oldenbe~ger (67), for example, 
and is a type of solution most useful for digital. simulation.· 
The desired transfer function for x equal to one is of the form 
T(s) -(s+<l') ,.N(s) 
:::::-;;...-=~~ = e ..... -T. 1 t(s) 'V D(s) 1.n e 
(3.21) 
whe.re N(s) and D(s) are rationa~ polynomials and the order of N(s) is no 
greater than the order of D(s). T~e expansion of the .expcmential func-
tion into a rat~o of polynomials is thus required to develop the desired 
transfer function .. 
The exponential function need not be expan~ed. as in infinite product 
as done by Goodson (66) and Oldenberger. (67) for hyperbolic functions~··· 
The result one seeks in expanding the exponential function is a, trans.fer 
function with .constant magnitude independent.of frequency and with an 
acceptable acc:uracy in phase. Thi,s can be accomplished by expanding the 
exponential using ratios of rationa+ polynomials as descril:!ed by Pade 
(68). -s The expansions for e are shown in Table I. 
It is sufficient to expand the exponential if Equation 3. 21 is re-. 
written as 
~~T..,la(.;;.s "-) __ = e -s 
-rx 
e T. 1 t (s) 1.n e 
since e ~rx is a constant. Figure 5 shows. the phase response. for 
N' (~) % -s 
D' (s) e 
(3.22) 
(3.23)_ 
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TABLE I 
SELECTED PADE EXPANSIONS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION e-5 
ON = 0 - 2 ON = 0 - 1 ON = OD D D 
2 -25+6 2 s -65+12 
2 
s +2s+2 2 5 +4s+6 2 5 +6s+l2 
2 35 -2.45+60 · 3 2 -5 +125 -(;05+120 
3 2 . . . 
5 +65 +185+24 
3 2 .. 
5 +9s +;365+60 3 2 5 +125 · +605+120 
2 125 -1205+360 3 2 -4s +60s -360s+840 4 3 2 5 -205 +1805 -840s+1680 
4 3 2 5 +12s +72s +2405+360 
4 .. 3 2 
5 +165 +120s +480s+840 4 3 . 2 s +205 +180s +840s+l680 
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Figure 5, Phase Response of the Approximate Temperature 
Transfer Functions With ON ~ 00 
100 
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3:8 
for the expans.ions in the ,last. column of. Table I as well as for the ex-
ponential. As can be seen each additional term adds only a small· amount 
of phase band~idth, and below the _normt;~.lized frequency of 1, the approxi-
mations are essentially equivalent in phase~ It should be noted that the 
magnitude response is exact for all the Pade expansions· in the last 
column of Table I. Th~ notation (ON,OD) used in these figures indicates 
the order of the .numerator and denominator for each response. 
The amplitude responses for the rel!lain:i,ng functions . from Table I 
appear in Figure , 6 with the corresponding pha~e responses in, Fi~ure 7. 
Since the ordE;lr of the numerator is less than that of the denominator, 
the approx:l,mations ,have a finite magnitude. response bandwidth as shown. in 
Figure 6, This implies a limit on the normalized frequency for which the 
approximations are useful, but it does not necessarily mean that on,e 
should use the approximations with ON.= 00 . An example step response in 
Chapter. V shows ·that th~ time response achieved for ON < o0 is more rep-
resentative of the actual phe.nomena than the response for ON = 00 . Addi-
tionally, the phase responses in Figures 5 and 7 do not improve greatly 
with an increase in model order which implies t4at the low order approxi-
mations may be sufficient for many investigations. 
The solution developed in the preceding discussion eliminated. 
spatial dependence and invol"'(ed a transfer function in terms .of the end 
conditions for a transmission line. · The applicability of the transfer 
func~ion presented in Equation 3. 22 is discussed in Chapter V. An alter-
nate approach which retains spatial dependence and requires fewer assump-
tions follows, 
-en 
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Temperature Transfer Functions With 
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Method of Characteri~tics Solution 
The line model equations presented earlier as Equations 3.5, 3.6, 
and 3.8 are a set of simultaneous hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions. As such, they could be solved by the method of characteristics if 
the.equations were linear. Even though the equations ·are not linear, 
acceptable solutions can be determined by the method of characteristics 
if the fluid velocity, V, in, Equations 3.5 and 3,6, is small compared to 
the acoustic velocity. The solution of Equation 3,9 by the characteristic 
method also requires that terms other than the heat transfer to the wall 
be relatively small. This requirement is met as discussed in Appendix A 
and allows the small terms to be treated as additional forc~ng functions 
functions in a manner analogous to that presented by Zielke (10). 
A method of characteristics solution requires determining charac-
teristic curves in the (x,t) plane along which the partial differential 
equations reduce to ordinary differential equations, If this can be ac-
complished, the ordinary differential equations can be integrated numeri-
cally, and a solution can be found which propagates through space and 
time, It is desirable to determine the solution at a set of fixed grid 
points as shown in Figure 8. It is ass.umed that initial conditions ,are 
available and that it is desired to propagate the solution one increment, 
~t, in time, 
The characteristic of Equation 3.8 can be determined by applying the 
identities 
dTf aT£ aT£ dx 
dt= -+ ax- dt at 
dP aP ap dx 
dt = -+ at -ax dt 
t 
T 
LH 
+-LH 
+-LH 
+-LU 
+ ~t j_ 
l J 1 1 L 
~ )--
( ')....._ 
)--
( )--
c: 
"' 
'- .... 
-- -~~x--+--~x-1--~x--l--~x-+-~x~ 
Figure 8. Fixed Grid for Method of 
Characteristics Solution 
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X 
and 
dx Cit= v 
With the above.id~ntities, the equation can be w:ritten as 
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dTf 
pc -= 
v dt 
aTf dP 
------ ·+ J dt 
2 1-rw vI 
-(h. (T. - Tf) + J ) r. 1 1 (3.24) 
1 
which is applicable along the curves defined by 
A characteristic along which Equation .3.24 is applicable is shown in 
Figure 9. Velocity, pressure, and temperature are available at points A, 
B, and C, and the same quantities are to be determined at point D .. Equa";' 
tion 3.24 is applicable along the lin.e from point H to point D~ thus 
implyin,g that the temperature and presst1re must be known at H. If the 
quantities at H are determined by interpolation, Equation 3.24 can be 
used to calculate temperature.at point Din a manner consistent with 
existing pressure and flow solutions (8 ,9, 10,11,12 ,65). 
A first-order approximation of. the integral of Equation 3. 24 from H 
to D is 
Solving for the unknown temperature yields 
dx 
dt =V 
Figure 9. Illustration of the Thermal 
Energy Characteristics 
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kf 
p) +-
H PC 
v 
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+ (3.26) 
The quantities PH' TW and the s~cond derivative of temperature are ob-
tained from the known values a~ points A, B, and C. The pressure and 
temperature can be determined by linear or quadratic interpola-t;:ion, and 
the second derivative of temperature.can be determined by quadratic 
interpolation using TA, TB' and TC' 
A higher order of integration could be used to integrate Equation 
3, 24 if the gradient of P was known. The gradient of P can be considered· 
to be. known along the curve from H to D if one assumes that · P is a linear 
function of time. The error intro4uced by this assumption should be 
tolerable si11-ce it has been shown in Appendix A that the pressure gradi-
ent. is part of .a relatively small term. The· pressure and flow equations .. 
which must be solved along with Equation 3.24 to predict P0, and thus the. 
gradient can be replaced by 
in Equation, 3, 24, In this form Equation 3, 24 can be numerica;lly inte-
grated with a higher-order numeJ;ical algorithm.· !fowever, the examples 
and discussion in Chapter.V demonstrate.that the effect of grid size is 
dominant in the prediction of thermal response and imply that high-order 
integration would not·greatly improve.the predi~ted response, 
Equation 3. 26 and Equations B;.9 and B.IO can be usEild to propagate 
the pressure, velocity, and temperatu:re:in a grid such as that shown in 
Figure 8, The inclusion of the temperature propagation is due to this 
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study, whereas the pressur~ and flow propagation has only been modified 
within this investigation. · The modifications allow fluid properties to 
vary with temperature, thus coupling pressure and flow resp~mse to 
thermal response. Considerations in progrannning the cembined responses 
are discussed in Chapter IV, and examples appear i:q Chapter V. The wall 
temperature T i is determined by the model developed in the following 
section. · 
Wall Model for Hydraulic Components 
The models developed in the preceding sections descril:>e the thermal 
response of the fluid within a component.· Each of the models has in-
cluded an inside wall temperature, T i, which ap!lears in the c9nvective 
heat transfer terms. This section develops the component wall model 
which is required to predict the wall temperature. The model to be de-
veloped is based o~ a simplified conduction equation in order to avoid 
the complexity of a complete distributed temperature prediction. The 
simplification is done in part to obtain a model which is practical to 
implement within a hydraulic system simulation •. 
Preliminary to developing a component wall model the purpose of the 
model should be considered. A component wall performs two functions 
which are the mo~t pertinent to system simulation. It stores energy due 
to thermal capacitance and it transmits energy between the hydraulic . 
fluid and the environment, A .wall.model should not be included to allow 
one to perform a deta~led study of the temperature distribution within a 
single co~ponent. The wall model should be included in a manner which 
depicts the effect which the wa+ls have on the total system response. 
From the system response viewpoint, component walls allow heat transfer 
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between the environment and the hydraulic fluid, The energy transferred 
effects.the fluid temperature which in turn influences.system response, 
Thus the purpose of a,wall model should be to provide a means for deter ... 
mining the amount of energy exchanged between the wall and the fluid due 
to heat transfer. 
The geometries of hydraulic ,components must·also be cons:i,dered be-;-
fore a wall model cq.n be developed. A hydraulic line ,is a m.ost ideal. 
geometry to moc;lel, and can be described with a relatively simple model. 
Components with irregular w:all geometry present a much more difficult 
problem both in defining the component geometry and in determining the . 
temperature response .. It would seem difficult to justify a detailed wall 
model for a component such as a valve if one contrasts the. complexity of 
the .geometry with .the effect that the component has on system resP,onse 
due to heat transfer. The wall model developed below assumes that com ... 
P,Onents can be described in an idealized manner which does . not include· 
geometrical details. The above discussion is the basis for the simpli ... 
fied modeling. 
Figure 10 cont~ins three geometries which will be considered in the 
development. of a wall model. It is assumed that hydraulic components can 
be represented by one of the selected shapes, Some of the more direct 
selections would be.to model a line with shape (a), a rectangular reser ... 
voir with (c), or an accumulator as .(b). Greater simpliciation woulc;l 
' . . ' . 
allow describing a pump with (c), a control valve as (b) or (c), or a. 
relief valve as (c). 
Each of the se1ectE)d wall geometries are essentially a structure 
which entraps fluid in an internal cav:i,ty. The fluidin the cavity is at 
temperature Tf' and the environment is at Te. Any effect of the fluid 
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(a) CYLINDER (b) CAPPED CYLINDER 
(c) HOLLOW RECTANGULAR BODY 
Figure 10. Selected Wall Model Geometries 
flowing through wall passages.to enter or leave the internal cavity is 
I\ .. 
ignored in the model development.· It is ass_umed that the .internal 
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cavity is the same shape. as the outl?ide wall and that all the the:r;'lllal, 
capa~i tance of a cqmponent exists in the walL Heat transfer to the -wall 
is by convection from th~ fluid and the environment, and it will be 
assumed that no ene:r;gy is transferred between the walls of connec~ed 
compo:r:tents. 
Additional assumptions will be made concerning conduction through 
component walls, The first assumption is that temperature depends on 
only one spatial dimension. It is assumed th~t energy is transferred by 
conduction only between.the two parallel faces of any wall shown in 
Figure 10. For shape (c) this implies that the body is made up of six 
walls and that energy can be transferred through any wall by cond1,1ction, 
but that no energy is,transferred between the walls. For shape (a) the 
implication is· that· there is. radial cc;mduction but. no axial cc;mduction 
exists. In composite shape . (b) energy can be transferred through . each 
wall, but. each. cap is essentially insulated from the· cylinder. It is 
also ass1W1ed that. the temperature of each inside and outside wall face. is. 
uniform over the face. The~e assumptions allow the, development, of the 
actual wall model •. 
A wall mode.l can be deve.loped by considering a differential element 
as shown in Figure 11. At side 1 the face area is A1 , and at side 2, the 
area ~ is 
aAI ~ = Al + az 1 dZ (3.27) 
The tempera't;.ure at side 1 is T1 and at side 2 is 
z 
Figure 11. Example of Tapered, 
Parallel-Face Wall 
Element 
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(3.28) 
An energy balance on th& element yields 
where q1 and q2 are t4e energy rate at the two faces. The energy rates 
are 
q = - k !II 1 az 1 (3.30) 
and 
q = - k !II 2 az 2 
a aTI 
= - k az (T l + '§Z l dZ) (3.31) 
The storage rate can be expressed as 
aT Al + A2 aT 
pcv- = pc(( )dZ) --
at 2 at 
pc aAI 'aT 
= 2 (Al + Al + E 1 dZ) dZ 'IT 
The substitution of Equations 3.27 through 3.31 into the above equ;;Ltio~ 
yields 
where 
k y =-pc 
and all terms multiplied by dZ2 have been eliminated. 
(3.32) 
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Equation 3.32 described the transient temperature distribution in a 
body .under the .assumption of one-dimensional temperature variat~on .. If 
the cross-section is constant then the equation reduces to 
which is the Fourier conduction equation in one dimension. · For a cylin 
der (where Z becomes the radial direction), the are~ function is 
A(r) = 2'JTrR-
a A 
- = 2'1T9.. ar 
2 
· ~T · 1 ~T a T 
-= y(--+-) ~t · r ~r ar2 
which is the Fourier equation in cylindrical . cc;>ordinates w:i, th angular and 
axial effect~ neglected. Thus Equation 3. 32 is actually a general one.-. 
dimension conduction equation for heat transfer in the direction normal 
to two parallel faces of a slab. The equation describes each wall 
present in Figure 10, and will be use4 to develop a solution for wall 
temperature. 
Assumptions stated earlier require that the wall temperature distri-
bution must satisfy boundary conditions ~hich are 
(3,33) 
and 
~T, 
-k- = h (T - T ) az o e 
0 
(3.34) 
An approximate solution to Equation 3.32 which satisfies the above 
conditions can be developed using the heat balance integral approach. (51). 
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The approach consists of assumin~ a solution whi~h matche!:? the boundary 
cond~tions and satisfies Equation 3.32 in an average sense; Such a. 
solution. can b~· developed by. assuming 
(3.35) 
where w(t) is unkna~n anci (a1 ~a2 ) must be selected t~ satisfy the condi-:-
tiQnS·of Equations 3,33 and 3.34. ·If the inside wall face is defined to 
be Z =· 0 and'· the· wall thi,ckness is A.Z, the determination Qf a1 and a2 
yields 
and 
w(t)}(k + h0 t.Z) + kh0 (Te - w(t)) 
. kw(t)(2kAZ + h t.z2) 
Q 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
The substitution of the .above express~ons ,into the assumed temperature 
expression results in.· 
h. 
l. T(Z,t) = \\T(t) + ·k (w(t) - Tf)Z 
h. (Tf- W(t))(k + h ~Z) + kh (T - w(t)) 2 
+ ( 1. o . . o e )Z 
k (2k£\Z + h0 AZ2) 
The d.efini tion of 
h. 
l. 
c =--1 ' k 
h. (k + h AZ) 
l. ' 0 
and 
(3.38) 
simplifies this to 
h 
0 c = .. . 
3 2k~z + h ~z2 
0 
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Equation 3. 39 can be substituted intQ. the conduction Equation 3. 32 ~ but 
the equality will not be retained. If the resulting error is defined as 
aT 1 aA aT a2T E(Z~t) = at- y(A(Z) az 3f + z) 
az 
• 2 2 • 
= w(t) - (c1 Z + c2z + c3z )w (t) 
then the heat balance integral can be satisfied by. requiring 
~z 
0 = j E(Z~t)dZ 
0 
The result of the .above integration is· 
~z 
- y J 
0 
1 dA (A(Z) dZ ((c1 + 2c2Z)(Tf- w(t)) + 2c3z(Te- w(t))))dZ 
If one defines 
~z 1· dA 
1o = f A(Z) dZ dZ 
0 
R-n(A(Z)) I ~z 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
and 
I:::.Z Z dA 
Il = I A(Z) dZ dZ 
0 
the above equ~tion can be written as 
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(3.42) 
This is a first-order ordinary differential equation which together with 
Equation 3.)9 describes the .thermal response of a hydraulic component 
wall, In the above form the equation is applicable to a single wall of a 
component. As such it is applicable as a hydraulic line .wall model or as 
a wall model for a component.assumed tq be a cube.with a cubic internal 
cavity, If a component consists of several different wall sections, the 
error in Equation 3.32 can be averaged over all the walls to derive 
w (t) 
n 
= r (2yf:.Zi(c2(Tf - W(t)) + c3(Te - w(t))) 
i=l 
(3 .• 43) 
where n is the number of wall sections and f:.Z. is the thickness of each 
' . ' 1 
section, In this form the model describes the thermal response of a. 
total component wh~ch is the .desired result, 
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The initial condition for w(t) follows directly from Equation 3.39, 
If at the initial time the component is at the environmental temperature 
then T = Te = Tf, and it follows that w(O) = Te. If the initial tempera~ 
ture is not the environmental temperature, then an initial condition can 
be derived by approximately satisfying an initial known temperature T(O) 
by requiring 
n 
o - I 
i=l 
t:,.Z; {j 1 (T(O) - T(Z,O))dZ} 
0 
which results in a w(O) with zero average error. An initial steady state 
conQ.ition could also be used. This follows .from Equation 3.43 with 
w(t) = 0. The selection of a particular init~al condition must be made 
when a particular compone~t is being modeled, but the above three possi-
bilities should include th~ realistic situations, 
The integrals.I 0 and I1 depend on the geometry of a single wall, If 
a wall is of constant cross":' section such as the flat end cap. in Figure 
8(b), then the derivative ofthe area is zero and I0 = I 1 = 0. For a 
cylinder wall of inside radius r. and outside radius r , the functions 
1 0 
are: 
A(r) = 2dr , r. < r < r 
1 
-
0 
aA 2d -= ar 
r 
ro 
0 
= tn(-} r. 
1 
r. 
Il 
0 
= r - r. - r. Q.n(-) 0 1 1 r. 
1 
The rectangular shape in Figure lO(c) is composed of six tapered 
walls. If each wall is considered as shown in Figure 12, then the 
Figure 12. Representation of a Hollow Rectangular Body as a 
Composite of Six Tapered Walls 
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fWlctions are: 
A(Z) 2 = a + bZ + cZ 
Y. (X - X . ) + X. (Y - Y. ) 1 • 0 1 1 0 1 
b = ----------~----~-----/::,.2 
c = 
Io 
(Y . -:-
.. 0 Y.)(X 1 . 0 
t:,.Z'j 
. a + 
tn( bt:,.Z + = 
y X 
0 0 
= ~nCy. x.) 
1 1 
a 
- X.) 
1 
2 
ct:,.Z ) 
2 
b (a + bt:,.Z + c/::,.Z ) I 1 = 2/::,.Z - 2C tn a . + 
where (X.,Y.) are the dimensions of an inside face and (X ,Y) are the 
1 1 0 0 
dimensions of an outside face. 
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The above integrals complete th~ thermal response.model. Th~ appli-
cation of Equations 3, 39 and 3. 42 with the appropriate initial condition 
andintegrals (I 0,I1) will result in a model for each of tl)e geometries 
in Figure 10. The model satisfies the boundary conditions of Equations 
3.33 and 3.34, and satisfies the heat balance integr~l which requires 
zero average error in Equation 3.32. The model involves the environ-
mental temperature Te and the intern~! fluid temperature Tf' The wall 
model combined with one of the fluid models developed earlier in the 
chapter results in a complete hydraulic component thermal response modeL 
The total model predicts the temperature.response of both a component and 
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the entrapped fll,lid. 
The thermal models which interact:with .mechanical models.to describe 
the total response of hydraulic: components have been developed. in this 
chapter, · Th~· total model for a system can ,be developed by coupling 
.component models .in an appropriate manner.· The·next chapter considers 
the. coupling of components to· fC?:rm such systems. · The. algorithms required 
to solve the· resulting· system of equations in a general form are 
developed, · 
CHAPTER IV 
ALGORITHMS FOR INCLUDING THERMAL RESPONSE 
IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SIMULATION 
The simulation of hydraulic systems can be considered as a type of 
network analysis. rf,.e characteristic which distinguishes hydraulic sys-
tem simulation from other network· analyses is the inherent nonlinear .. 
response exhibited by many hydraulic components~ A second distinction is 
the need to.represent hydraulic components as multipart models in which 
the port variables can seldom· be decoupled.) Both of these charactel;'is-
tics contrast. electrical network simulati,on in which components are often 
cha~acterized as. being linear and, in which components with high input 
impedance isolate segments .of a circuit.) 
The algorithms nece~sary to simulate hydraulic systems have been 
developed in a general manner by Smith (l). (A less gene~al formulation 
has been made by Zielke (69} and is being applied in HYTRAN in the cur-
rent contract effort by McDonnell Aircraft. (8). As stated .earlier, the 
/) 
HYTRAN program is· dependent on the. method of ~eris.:t_Lc!:) _ iQ.~n for 
line models. The· use of this method results in a system model. in which 
the response· of. each component can .be calculated almost independently. 
However, this.requires that a line must be used to couple any two com-: 
ponents to form a system and that only.pressure and flow ports are 
allowable.· The algorithms used do not allow the definition of any ports 
which cannot be coupled through a transmission line. Since the HYTRAN 
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approach can be included within a more general d~velopment, it will not 
be used_ as a basis for the inclusion of thermal effects, ) 
0he alg~rithms developed by Smith and implemented in. HYDSIM (59) 
assume. that a system c;:tn be represented a~ a se1: of coupled components. 
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Each componeJ?..t is-described by qifferential and-algebraic equations, and 
port, variables pr9vide the inputs and ou_tputs __ for each component, There 
are no restrictions concerning acceptable ports as long as two va:riables 
e~ist at each port with one being independent and the other dependent 
wit~ respect to a reference componen~.- Smith has not considered that 
difference equations -may appear in a system mod:el, and it follows that 
the HYDSIM program is .not readily amenable to_ the inclusion _of the ~~ 
of cha:r;-acteristics line model_. 
~-~---------------
Th~ two major require~ent~ which must be 
met in order to include thermal effects involve a ca:pabili ty to implement 
difference equation models and a capability to include pressure, mass 
flow rate; and temperature ports as discussed in Chapter III. These re-
quirements- can be met. by the following extensions of the work done by 
Smith, 
A statement of the .assumed form for each component model is required 
before the appropriate algorithms can be presented, It is assumed for 
this work that each component may be modeled by a coupled set of ordinary 
differential, algebraic, and difference equations of the form 
. 
X(t) = f(X,Y,S~P 1 ,t) (4, 1) 
(4' 2) 
(4' 3) 
with initial conditions 
known. The continuous state vector X is of dimen~ion n~ the algebraic 
vector.Y is· of dimensi<Dn m, ~d the discrete stq.te S.is of dimension k, 
The functions (f,g,h) are of dimensicm (n;m,k}, respectively, Each de-
pendent port variable may be defined either as 
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(4 .4) . 
or 
P0 . = Y. (4.5) ~ . J 
where Y. is any element in the algebraic var~able vector Y, The range of 
J 
i is one to the total numbe;,; of port vq.riables present, If thermal ef-
fects are modeled, each .press_ure. and flow port has a dependent tempera-
ture.and an indepenqent temperature variable in addition t<D the port 
variables pressure and flow, Other ports will have one dependent vari-
able, The tndependent vector PI is of the same dimension as P0 . The 
dimensi<Dning of PI and P0 is discussed furtherin the next section which 
considers the inclusion of temperature as a port. variable, 
Algorithm for Including Temperature 
as a Port Variable 
The representation of a pressure and flow port with temperature ~as 
discuss.ed in Chapter III. It was stated that the dependence of port· 
temperature could not, in general, . be specified a priori 1 which results 
in a special algorithmic requirement for temperatur~ at a fluid flow port, 
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Consider defi:Q.ing an algebraic variable Yi as the teiNJer~ture of the 
fluid at port j of a component, Such a quantity can, from physical con-
side~ations, be determined in either of two ways which are: 
1) the temperature is ,equa;l to that of the fluid being discha~~ed. 
·by the adjacent component at the port; or 
2) the temperature is .depe:Q.dent on t4e fluid temperature within the 
component itself. 
The first ca;se implies flow is .into the port; Y i is .thus specified by the 
adjacent component; and the port temperature is independe~t. · In the. 
second situation, flow is out of the port, and the temperature is depend- . 
ent with respect to the· component o · Thus· Y. must .have two definitions · 
~ 
which are 
T Y. = PI. ~ J ( 4. 6) 
T for flow into a port,where Pij is the port temperature calculated by the. 
coupled component and 
for . flow ~ of a port, The corresponding algebraic. equations a, :Fe 
for flow into a port and 
T 0 = g. (Y. , PI.) 
~ ~. J 
= Y. 
~ 
( 4 0 7) 
( 4. 8) 
(4.9) 
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for flow ou'!; 9f a p9:rt. At any time only one 9f th.e ab()ve equations. is 
applica;ble depen~ing on the direction of flow. Fll11:ctionally, g. must be 
1 
<;l.ef:i::ned . depend,ing the arguments of g . and T as on PI'. 
. 1 J, 
Equations 4. 8 and 4. 9 must be included for each flow port of a 
component m9c;teL The .solution of -the appropriate form for gi res,ults in 
Yi being equal,tothe- port tempera~l.\re. If flow i~ out.of a port, the. 
connected compone.nt must use, an equatien similar to Equation 4. 8 to cal-
culat~ po:rt temperature. Th:i,s-im:p,li~s that; port var:i,ab~e 
T !;>D. = Y. J. 1 (4.10) 
59 that the independent temperature qf fluid. enter_ing the connected com-, 
poneiJ,t can be defin,e_c;l as . 
(4.11} 
where the super~cript c denote_s ·the. coupled component .. 
T4e fluid thermal res_ponse mqcj.els developed in Chapt~r III include 
port temperature variables. In qrder to implement the mQ4els it is. 
necessary to first defill;e an .algeqraic temperature variaqle cfor ever:y ~ 
flow port, and then to subs.ti tute the resulting variables into the madel 
equations. This· a~s:ures that: the model equations ·are expressed in terms 
of speci£ie'd quan~itie,s since each of the .temperature variables. _are de-
termined b:y.Equations 4.8 and 4.9. It should be noted that in man:y,cases 
the .. necessary definition will r~duce to YJ: = Tf. 
The- requirements -of including temperature at ,a flow port can be· 
summarized. as:· 
1) define an algebraic variable for each flow port to be the-
temperature at the port; 
2) substitute the algebraic. variables into the model Equations· 
4.1 through 4.3; 
3) determine the .form of Equation 4.9 for each port,temperature 
algebraic.variable .and ~dd Equations 4,8 and 4,9.to the alge-
braic equation: set for the component. (One equation w:ill be 
ad<;l.ed for each flow port;) and 
4) defil'!-e the independent temperature at eacQ. port according to. 
Equation 4.10, 
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The impact of including thermal response on the num'Qer of equ"!-tions · 
can be assessed by considering a component with N ports. of which M are 
pressure and flow ports. The total·component model, in terms of Equa-:-
tiOJ1S ·4, 1 through 4, 3 ~ will then cont;1in N + M independent and dependent 
variables and m + M. algebraic variables and equations. Thus the inc;lu-
sion of.fluici temperature adds one dependent variable, one.independent 
variable, and one algebraic variable per flow port in addition to the 
requirements of the models as developed in Chapter )II, 
Including Differe11ce Equations in a 
Component Model 
The method of characteristics transmission line .model defines the 
tr,ansient, respons,e of a line with a set of differeiJ.ce equations, These· 
equations result. from the integration of a set of simultaneous differ-
ential equations which are c;lefined along the pressure wave anq particle 
pathline characteristics, Since the difference equations are relateg to. 
a set of ordinary differential equations~ it should.be determined,whether 
Equation 4.3 should be included in.a model or whether the differential 
equations should be added to the. vector Equation 4, L Another 
possibility is to consider the difference equations to be a special set 
of algebraic equations .which could be. appended to the vector Equat:l,.on 
4.2, 
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The manner. in which a ,method, of. characteristics line model. should be 
implemented in a general program can be determined by considering the. 
form of the model equ~tions, · Figure 9 in ·Chapter III illustrates that in 
a method of characteristi.cs solution the propagation of all quantities 
alon,g interior spatial grid lines depends.only on thevalues along.the 
Cl:lrrent time grid line. Thus all int,erior point quantities can be propa-
gated one.time increment independent,of the boundary conditions which are 
imposed by components·· coupled to each end of a line, This implies that 
the ,propagation of the solution at interior points can be performed inde-
pendently within a component ,modeL It is advantageous to include the 
method of characteri~tics solution in this manner. becl;l,use it allows the 
component model to interact with other components·at the line ends only, 
Th,ere is no need to propagate the interior point solutions simultaneously 
with other differential equations or to include.the differenc~ equations· 
as algeb.raic equations, · 
The grid points on the botlr).daries of a line cannot be propagated 
independent of the conn,ected component, As shown ·in Appendix.B, the 
pressure and flow at the line ends are indeterminate .because one. wave. 
characteristic is. not pres.ent, · Thu.s the propagation of tbe solution for 
the line .end grid points can only be achieved correctly by defining an 
algebraic equation in terms ()f the .wave characteristic which is present. 
plus ,the independent variable at the port, This algE!'Qraic equation, is 
B, 9 or B. 10 depending on the line end and )llUSt .be in<;:luded in vector 
Equation 4,2, 
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Temperature must also be defined by an algebraic equation, If flow 
is into a port, then Equation 4,8 is appropriate; if the opposite is 
true, Equation 3,26 applies as the form for 4.~. This is consistent with 
the,conc~pt of defining algebraic port temperatures as discussed in the 
preceding section,, Again, each of the ports adds one equation to the 
vector set 4.2, 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Tllis chapter contains three examples which demon.strate·the model 
forms developed in Chapter III. Th~ first example inyolves the step re.,. 
sponse of the operational,. line model .followed by.an example of the step 
response of the method of characteristics model. The final. example con-
sists .of a hydraulic circuit simulated under two sets of initial and 
environmental conditions. The chapter also contains a discussion of 
results .for eacl). examplE;l. 
Transmis_s~on Line Step Response 
Line Configuration, 
The first two examples consist of simulating the pressure, velocity! 
and temperature. response of a transmission line following a step change 
in the ,inlet temperature. The system is .shown in Figure 13 and consists 
of two constant pressure sources which produce a pressure differential of 
one hundred pounds per square,inch (psi). The fluid properties are those 
given in reference (8) for MIL-H-5606. 
The line friction model used is the Darcy-WE;lisbach equation avail-
able in standard t~xts and used i~ (8), The convection coefficient 
models used for the. method of characteristics model are 
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Figure 13. Transmission Line Step Response System 
SOURCE 
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all in (ft ,- hr .,. Btu) set o£ unit? where 
/:,.T - T - T 
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for the method of characteristics solution ancl. 
t:,.T = T - T f e 
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for the operational solution. For the operational ,solution the overall· 
heat transfer coefficient model was chosen to be 
u = h 0 
with h0·• defined above since h dominates in the c;;~.lculation of the over-a. 
all heat trans fer coefficient U. Additional parameter values for the 
li11e wall ar~ shown in Figure 13. 
The .simulation consisted of initializing the ·line mode~ in steady 
s~ate with all temperatures at zero degrees Fahrenheit; at time zero plus 
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the temperature at the 1100 psi source was increas~d to 100 degrees. The 
resulting responses .are considered in the next two sections. 
Operational Model 
The operational temperature response model developed in Chapter III 
was used together with the pressure and flow model from Oldenburger. (67). 
The pressure and flow model used was the "n = 1" model for the response 
of the output flow to constant pressure inputs with time varying fluid 
properties. For this case the "n = 1'' solution reduced to a third-order 
transfer function. Fluid properties were evaluated at the average of the 
inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures. Since the operational solu-
tion is only valid at the ends of the transmission lines, no prediction 
of pressure, temperature, or flow at interior points could be made. 
The outlet temperature and velocity responses for six of the models 
from Table I are shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17. As ·can be seen 
from Figures 14 and 16, the temperature respons.e models with ON = 00 I>re-
dict an instantaneous change in outlet temperature followed by an oscil-
latory response which undershoots the initial value. For 0 = 0 - 1 N D 
there is no instantaneous change, but the response again goes·below the 
initial fluid temperature and thus contradicts what must physically 
occ1,1r. For ON = 00 - 2 the undershoot is eliminated for the seco11d-order 
model and decreased for the fourth-order model. The implication is that 
although the Pade approximations with high-order numerators have more 
desirable frequency responses, the time response is less desirable. 
The integral of the velocity responses from Figures 15 and 17 were 
calculated as part of the step response simulation. For each of the 
curves the integral equals the line length of 120 inches at a time of 
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Figure 14. Outlet Temperature Response With Second-Order 
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approximately 0. 35 secoJ1,ds •. This. corresponc;ls to the ,approximate time at 
which the temperature.responses in Figures 14 and 16 indicate an outlet 
temperature of 50 degrees •. It can be s~en t~at independent of the tem-
perature model, the predictec;l outlet temperature is ,approximately midway 
between the. initial and final value when the integral _of the velocity 
predicts that the·temperature front reaches the outlet. 
Two distinct problems arise in attempting to utilize the operational 
\ ' . 
solution for t:ransmiss:i,on l:i.ne temperature pr~dictions, On~ problem is 
the. need to define fluid properties which <;lepend on pressure and tempera-
ture. and thus vary: spatially as well as temporally. Since .only line end 
cqnditions are available, it does, ;not seem possible to accurately deter-
mine an effective bulk.temperature and pressure. Averaging the end 
values -as done in the above example is a first approximation to the bulk 
quantities, but it is. obviously a poor approximation. Consider~ng the 
above example, one can readily recognize that immediately after the step 
in inlet ,temperature the bulk temperature is not the average of the end. 
conditions but is rathe:r the bulk ~emperature prior to the step change .. 
However, since spatial .dependence wa~ eli~inated i:n. the .development of 
the solution, there does not appear to be an alternative to calculating 
bulk tempera~ure. and pressure based on the instantaneous enc;l ccmdi tions. 
The second prc;>blem in utilizing the operational model-is implicit .in 
the specification of. an inlet and outlet for the transm~ssion line. ~en 
the model is implemented; the .inlet anc;l outlet must be sele~ted, and if 
the flow direction cha:n:ges, the thermal response model is no longer 
valid. Ideally, one could switch between two models each of which a:re 
valid for one. flow directic;>n, but this results .in having to reini tial i ze 
the al temate model a1;. each flow reversal. The reini tialization cannot, 
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in general, be done so .as to maintain a continuously correct solution 
making the whole concept of allowing flow reversals very.undesirable. In 
contrast, flow reversals occur in physical transmission lines and should 
not be ignored if one is to have a realistic transmission line model. 
One alternative to reduce the above problems is to model each line 
as a series of short lines. This does not eliminate either problem, but 
it does localize errors in determining bulk properties and temperature 
dependence due to.flow direction,. However, such segmenting actually is 
self-defeating since the effect is to reintroduce the spatial de.pendence 
which the operational solution eliminates. It seems that rather than 
segment lines, one,should conclude that the operational.solution derived 
in Chapter I II is not a practica) model for use in general hydraulic sys-
tern simulation applications. A model which does appear practical is the·. 
method of characterist~cs model which is considered in the following 
example. 
Method of Characteristics Model 
This section parallels the preceding section in presenting anq dis-
cussing the results of simulated pressure~ velocity, and temperature · 
response following a step cha,nge in inlet temperature. The system is 
depicted in Figure 13 with all conditions as discussed earlier. The 
thei'I!lal response model used for this-example is the metho<;l of character-
istics model from Chapter III, and the pressure and velocity model is 
from Appendix B. Four sets of results are compared in this section with 
each set resulting from using a different number of grid points along the 
transmission line while keeping the total length constant, 
As discussed in Appendix B, the points R and S in Figure 31 must lie 
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betweE)n A and B for the method c;>f characteristics solution to be stable. 
This implies that . for the maximwn magnitude, of CV + a) , one must assure 
that 
~t < jv +a! 
and thus the grid -size .AX implicitly determines the allowable step size,, 
~t, or conversely. For this-example with a linEl 120 inch~s long the time 
steps used were 0.0001, 0,00025, 0.005, and 0.001 seconQ.s·which corres-
pond to grid increments of 5;45, 13 .• 33, 30.0, anc;l 60.0 inches, 
respectively. 
The outlet temperature.and velocity resppnses for tl).e me-t;hod_of 
characteristics moc;lel with the above.time steps are shown in Figures 18 
and 19. As expected, the smaller grid sizes produce a sharper rise in 
outlet temperature, and c;>ne .would expect the :response to approach a step 
change with even smaller time steps and grid increments, For.the 
largest step, which corres,ponds ·to .only two grids for tl).e entire line, 
the response reflects . the rec;luation in the order of .the resulting model, 
and one, cannot expect a sharp temperature rise to occur. Unlike the 
operational solution, there is no oscillation in. any of the ,respons.es 
which is a result tnat i~ consiste~t with the actual results one would 
expect to observe in the laboratory. 
. . 
Figure 20 is .the shnulated pressure r~sponse. at the midpoint of t}?.e 
transmission line,· The resu~ts are consi,st;~nt with Figures 18 and.l9, 
and again, the larger ~rid sizes produce faster responses. Th,e pressure 
rise which accompanies the. movement of tl)e tell).perature front th~ough the . 
line .. is ·an interesting phenol)lena which the operational modeL could riot 
demonstrate. The interaction of pressure and temperature mainly through 
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viscosity is clearly shown by Figure 20. 
The· one ... dimensional wall model .developed in Chapter III was used for 
the method of characteristics line simulation. Figure 21 shows the re-
sulting responses for the inside and outside wall temperature at the line 
inlet, at the.center, and at the outlet. The results shown are for a 
time step of 0,0001 seconds, and the responses for the other time steps 
are very similar.· At the final time, the predicted wall tempera~ures are 
increasing at approximately 30 degrees Fahrenheit per second •. Since the 
inside convection coefficient is much higher than the·outside value, one, 
would expect that if the simulation had continued, the wall temperature 
would approach that of .the fluid in an additional. four to five seconds, 
The method of characteristics line model can accommodate flow re-
versals with no difficulty, The inlet and outlet are not specified 
a priori for the methe>d of cb.ara~teristics, and all of the instantaneous 
line end combinations of inlet-outlet, outlet-inlet, inlet-inlet, and 
outlet-outlet are valid. Since.for this example the constant pressure 
sources were used, the·terms inlet and outlet have been utilized for dis-
cussion purposes only, 
The problem which exists with the operational model of determining 
fluid properties alse> exists in the method of characteristics. The dif-
ference in velocity and pressure responses due to grid size variation is 
shown by Figures 19 and 20, These differences are caused by the varia-
tion in. the,predicte<;l. temperature responses in Figure 18. As the model 
for the ·larger grid sizes pJ;edicts a fastE)r temperature rise'· there is a 
corresponding decrease in the most significant fluid property, viscosity. 
The decreased viscosity leacis to higher accelerations and thus the.in-
creased velocity response as shown in Figure 19. The increased rate.of 
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1.0 
temperature response results from interpolating the state of thefluid 
between grid points. 
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Figure 22 depicts four grid points,from a general grid as shown in 
Figure 8. In order to achieve an accurate press~re and velocity solu-
tion, llx and llt are .chosen such that points R and S are near A and B, 
respectively. Since the magnitude of the acoustic velocity, a, is much 
greater than the fluid velocity, V~ one can, for discussion purposes, 
consider R approaching A. S approaching B, and H relatively close to c. 
Calc~lating the pressure and velocity at D .based on interpolated values, 
at R and S. (basically A and B) is a good approximation which is accepted 
tope of reasonable accuracy (8,9,10). However, point H must not be 
taken as C or the effect .of fluid velocity on temperature response will 
be negated. Defining the temperature at point H by interpolating from A 
to C (or from C to B) gives a poor estimate when a temperature front 
exists· as in the example. There appear to be two al.ternatives one can 
employ in simulations which will involve large temperature variations.· 
The most simple approach to achieve more accurate results is simply 
to use a small time step and grid size as demonstrated by Figures 18 and 
19, The second alternative which appears to merit investigation consists 
of utilizing a smaller spatial grid for propagating temperature·. than that 
usedfor propagating pressure and velocity. The smaller grid with the 
corresponQ.ing temperatures could be used to predict fluid properties 
needed for.the pressure and velocity calculations, and interpolated 
pressure and velocity values could be used for temperature propagations. 
This dual grid approach would require more calculation per time incre-: 
ment, implying a need to invest·igate both. the accuracy and computational 
load as compared to using a small step size with only one gr~d size. The 
=V+a 
Figure 22. Illustration of the Characteristics 
Involved in Propagating Interior 
Grid Points 
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author has not investigated the dual grid approach, 
Variable and moving grids have been used by investigators in flow 
field studies. The study which utilized a variable grid and most nearly. 
parallels transmission line response was reported by Benson (30), While 
the variable grid. method used by Benson c0uld ·be implemented for the re-
ported study involving one component, it appears that such a method would 
be extremely difficult to implement effectively in a general hydraulic 
system simulation program. 
The first two example responses have demonstrated the response of 
the transmission line models subject to a severe input, Le,, a step 
change, The following example demonstrates the response of a small 
hydraulic system wi~h parts o:f the system subjected to different tempera-
ture conditions, 
Simulation of a Position Control Circuit 
This section discusses.the simulation. of the position control cir-
cuit shown in Figure 23, The system consists of a closed ... center position 
system made up of the valve, actuator, linkage, and load with a pressure-
compensated variab1e-d~splacement pump for the hydraulic power source. 
The line between the pump and valve is represented by a method of charac-
teristics model with the same parameters used for the preceding examples, 
The full details of each component model will not be presented here, 
but the most,important points will be summarized, The pump is modeled as 
a nine piston pump with a maximum flow rate of approximately 33 gallons 
per minute at 3750 revolutions per minute, Initially the pump is assumed 
to be delivering maximum·flow at·.the set pressure of 3000 pounds per 
square inch, The pump is modeled by a set of.five first-order 
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POSITION 
INPUT 
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Figure 23. Schematic Representation of the Simulated 
Hydraulic Circuit 
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differential equations, 
The valve is modeled as being closed-centered with an overlap of 
-10 10 inches. It is assumed that the discharge coefficient for the 
metering orifices is ,0,65 with a spool diameter of 0,375 inches. The 
linkage which connects the valve, ,actuator, and external input is de-
signed to haye a position gain of 10, 
The actuator load consi~ts of a 1000 pound weight plus a spring with 
a spring rate of 2000 pounds per inch, The damping is assumed to be 105 
pound seconds per inch at a temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit and 150 
pound seconds per inch at 0 degrees, These damping va~ues assume that 5 
percent of the damping at 100 degrees is due to internal damping in,the 
actuator and that.95 percent is external to the.actuator.and independent 
of actuator.temperature, The increase in damping results from the in-
creased viscosity of the fluid in the actuator as the. temperature.is de .. 
creased, The piston diameter for the·actuator.is 2.75 inches with a 
total stroke of 10 inches, The original null position is chosen with the 
actuator extended 5 inches, 
The model for the pump, line, actuator, and reservoir includes 
thermal response for both the fluid and the component wall, In each case 
the wall model is from Chapter III with the reservoir, line, and actuator 
modeled as cylindrical .walls with the pump modeled as a cube, The 
thermal model for the .valve assumes the valve to be adiabatic with 
negligible fluid and wall mass, 
The multiport.representation for the system model is shown in Figure 
24, Each pressure and flow port,contains a temperature variable which is 
represented as discussed in Chapter III, The models for all pressure 
flow ports were derived according to Chapter IV and assume that flow can 
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be in The algebraic equations for the 
total system model were solved using a sparse matrix method as discussed 
in Appendix D with a prototype simulate~ as presented in Appendix C. 
The system represented by Figures 23 a11:d 24 was simulated using a 
truncated ramp input,to the linkage, Theramp was chosen to produce an 
input of 0,1 inches in 5 milliseconds which implies an actuator position 
cha.I)..ge of 1 inch, For one simulat~on a~l initial temperatures were as-
sumed to be 100 degrees Fahrenheit and the environmental temperature was 
cho.sen to be ,a constant 100 degrees, For a,second simulation the initial 
temperature of the line and the actuator were reduced to zero degrees 
with the environment also at zero, The .following discussion cqnsiders. 
the results of the two simulations, 
The position response qf the actuator to the ramp input is shown in 
Figure 25, The two respons.es shqw very little difference and may lead 
one to conc!ude either that temperature has ~o effect.or that the model 
is not prediqting any appreciable differences in response due to changes 
in temperature, However, the corresponding actuator velocity shown in 
Figure 26 shows that temperature is indeed having aiJ, effect on the pre-
dicted response, For the high temperature case. there is less damping in 
the.actuator with a resulting resonant response as the actuator reaches 
the new null position, The lower temperature .with the corresponding high 
damping is less osc~llatory as t~e valve closes and the fluid entrapped. 
in the actuator increases the. effective spring rate for the actuator and 
load, Figure 26 also shows, as expected, that the initial velocity is. 
higher for the warmer system. 
The differential pressure across the .actuator is shown iiJ. Figure 27. 
The responses are. consistent with Figure 26, and again the warmer system 
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is more oscillatory as the control valve closes, The· final differel)..tial 
pressure corresponds· to th~t required to offset th.e 2000 pou:n,d spring 
force with the ,actuator areaof 6 square inche.s. The initial pr~ssure 
differential is -.zero . due to the ,assumed initial .ste~d:y-state . conditions • • 
Th.e pressure and temperature. responses at the connections of tij.e 
actuator and valye and the )ine and valve .are shown. in Figures 28 a.nd 29, 
The initial cqndi tions for. the line were 3000 pounds per .square inch--with 
the fluid at zero.velocit:y. Both the pres~ure_and temperature re~ponses 
s4ow a .rela1;.iV((lly smooth .response -_until the -Valve begins to close after 
which the effects of-the· mechanical oscillation are seen. The initial 
temperature drops shown in Figure. 29 are not what·, the autho~ expected • 
although a te~perature drop c<;mld occur since fluid expans~on is included 
in the line model. The temperature for the 10w t~mperature simulation 
does . not appear to approach the pump outlet temperature of approximately 
100 degrees . Fahrenheit since the through flow is not sufficient for the 
temperature· front to have reached the valve. A largeJ:' input. sh(luld. re-
sult in a temperature profile at the downstream end of-the line which is 
similar to the response shqwn in Figure 18 with a time st~p of 0.0001 
seconds. 
Th~. routines. developed for the -.examples ,in th~? ·chapter w,ere ~ritten. 
to demonstrate the -models and algorithms. As a resu~ t .• th~ cod~ng was 
not particularly clean and many direct but slow computational approaches 
were used. For example, the ,acoustic.velocity was recalculated for every 
grid point in the method of characteristics line .model based on .the Cl;lr-
rent i~terpolated fluid.properties. Calculations such as this can,be 
simplified or ·eliminated in a final program and, thus make it possible to 
then evaluate the cost of a,simulation in.a realistic manner. Due:to 
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reasons such a$ this an evaluation of the computation time fer the 
example silllula~iens would, be .. of little value. 
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This· example has demonstrated the applicati<?n of mode~s and algo-
rithms ··deve~eped in this work to a small system simulation. The p;,;ograms 
used for the· simulation were based on the. algorithms· and concepu from 
Chapter IV and Append~ces.C and D with the .mode~s from Chapter III and 
Appendices A and B. · The work of the preprocessor from Appendix C was 
done manually to construct the system model , for the prototype simulation 
program. Each compone~t as.shown in Figure 24 w:as modeled by a separate. 
Fortran subroutine using th~ storage . concE;!pts ·.from Appendix C. There d.id 
not appea,r to be any obstacles wllich would pre'\lent .·the full implementa-
tion of. a hyd;-aulic system. simulation program based on the prepr()cessor 
and simulator 1;1pproach •. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Thermal respons.e can be .predicted simultaneously with mechanical 
response for genel;'al hydraulic circuits, The models of Chapter III 
demonstrate that transient thermal effects.can be included in a system 
model in a direct .manner an.d that the equations for thermal response are 
of the same forms .as for mechani~al response, Except for the operational 
line model, the:1rmal models can be implemented with no a priori.flow 
direction assumptions, which enhances the consistency between thermal and 
mechanical models. The component wall thermal response model in Chapter 
III allows .wall temperature to depend on one spatial dimension with the 
same order differential equation which is requil;'ed for a lumped tempera-
ture model, 
A Fortran program can be written based on the desi~n in Appendix C 
and. the sparse matrix imple111entation concepts from Appendix D, · The com-
ponent orientation tl;lroughout the program design assures that_the program 
will be readily expandable to any system and that new component routines 
can be added easily, Component routine syntax can be very simple due to 
both the use of Fortran argument lists and the use of the sparse matrix 
solution technique, · 
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Recommendations for Further Study. 
The simulation of hydraulic systems is an area in which much work is 
still requireda This study in th.ennal.response,must also be·followed by. 
other investigations, Some.rec9mmendations• w;hich apply in part to 
thermal response studies an4 in part to the general area of system 
simulation are the followingo 
1) Develop the preprocessor.and simulator in Fortran for execution 
on at least IBM and CDC computers~ Also develop a component 
library which can be expanded continually, 
2) Design anq perform experimental studies .to allow the verifica-
tion of the .thermal models developed in this study and to 
identify appropriate heat transfer coefficients. 
3) Develop alternate operational thermal line models which will 
allow flow reversals t 0 occur. 
@ Develop an algorithm for calculating the steady state response 
of a general dynamic system both for initial conditions and for 
steady state analys~s, 
5) Investigate the poss.ibility of combining the algorithms by 
Smith (1) 1 the integration a~gorithms by Gear (70) and Iyengar 
(71), and this work within a component-oriented simulation 
program, 
The first recommendation sho).lld be able to be accomplished with 
little difficulty. The experimental work must be done .in order to verify 
thermal models which can then be used with confidence in sy~tem. simula_.. 
tions, The additional thermal line mod~ling work is important.for the 
. 
reasons discussed in.Chapter V, The last.two recommend~tions are appli-
cable to simulation in·general and are important studies independent of. 
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the particular systems considered. It seems possible that 4 and 5 may be 
achieved if Gear's integration method can be implemented successfully in 
a component oriented program. No matter what approach is successful, the 
final result must be user-oriented since any of these efforts can expect 
to be applied only if· they are available in a highly usable form. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE THERMAL ENERGY EQUATION 
FOR A HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION LINE 
The momentum and, continuity equa-trions generally used to model fluid 
transmission lines constitute a one-dimensional line model with friction 
assumed to be concentrated at the line wall, A thermal energy model 
which is consistent with the pressure and flow model is developed in this 
appendix, This ,energy model is used in Chapter III to develop the solu-
tions for the thermal response. of the fluid in a transmission line, · 
A cylind,rical fluid element is shown in Figure 30, An energy 
balance on the element can be expressed as 
[ rat.e Qf .. accumulat.i.on] of internal and. 
kinetic energy 
[ rate of internal and] 
- kin·e .. tic .energr out 
by convenct1on 
- [ net rate of work J done.by element . 
on surrounding 
= 
+ 
+ 
[ra~.e.o~. internal;and] k1net1c energy 1n 
by convection 
[ net rat.e. of, energy J_, added by 
heat transfer 
[ increase.· in ·i.nte··.r.nalJ. energy.due to 
viscous dissipation 
This statement of the unsteady energy balance on the element is similar 
to that presented by Bird, et aL (64) , If one assumes that gravi ta-
tional effects are negligible and that the last term is-exactly the 
frictional losses from the flow model, then each of the .terms can be 
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r. 
l 
Figure 30. Representation 
of a Cylindri-
cal Fluid 
Element 
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evaluated as follows: 
and 
[ rate. of accu.mulation] of internal and = 
kinetic e!l.E~rgy . 
[ra~e o~ intern~!. and] 2 V2 k1net1c energy 1n = TiripV(u + zy--) 
by convection gc 
[ra~e o~ in.te.rna. 1 andl k1net1c energy out = 
by convection _ 
[ net r.ate of energy ].· added by = z a arf 7rr. ~ (k ~x· )dx + 27Tr.q dx 1 oX a 1 W · heat transfer 
[ net rate of work J done by element 
on surrounding 
= - 7Tr21, (JPV - (PV + l !.._ (PV) dx)) J J ax 
27Tr. 
1 
- -1." Vdx J w 
[ incr .. e.ase . i~ . in.tern~l] 2 7Tr i energy .due tq = -y-- ,,.. vi dx 
viscous dissipation . w 
The term ~ is defined as the heat transfer from the wall to the fluid 
element and will later be express~d as convective heat transfer. 
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If the algebraic terms are substi t.uted into the above, equality with 
the terms of order dx retained, an energy equation can be written as 
a P( ...!_ V2) at u + 2Jg 
c 
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a2T a 1 2 f 
= - "§X (pV(u + 2Jgc V )} + k ai 
The corresponqing momentum, continuity, and state equations useQ to model 
transmissions as .presented in references (10), (11), and (62) are: 
aP 
-+ ax 
2 
aP v ~ + a p av 
at+ ax g ax= 0 
c 
and 
2.£.1 = 22..1 
p T S T 
f f 
where 
a= fop 
21" 
w 
r. 
1 
(A, 2) 
(A, 3) 
(A.4) 
and the conc~ntrated wall shear stress • creates a steady loss which can 
w 
be expresseci in terms of the widely used friction factor, f, as 
An unsteady, frequency-dependent shear effect may also be included as 
discussed by.Zielke (10), Brown (11), and Trikha (12), 
Equation A.l is the total energy and can be simplified by sub-
tracting the mechanical energy equation which is the velocity, V, times 
Equation A,2, If one multiplies V/J times A.2 and subtracts the result 
from A.l, the final result is 
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a 1ft (pu) == -
c~~s) 
The ·term 
ap v .2.e.. + av 3t + ax P ax 
is the continuity equation in terms of density and velocity and is_ 
identically zero. This reduces Equation A; 5, after rearranging, to 
~ + u(!£. + ~ (pV)) P at at ax 
(A, 6) 
where the .term in parenthesis is f;igain. identically the contim~:ity equa'7 
tion and is thus zero o The thermal ene:rgy equation i:q terms of internal 
energy can then be stated as 
2 
+-Jr. 
1 
It vj 
w 
(A,. 7) 
This equation can be stated. in terms of pressure and temperature if 
one assumes u == u (P ~ T f) as done by Bird, et a~. (64) o · An identity the:q 
is 
du au au dTf = Crp)T dp + Car)p 
f f 
( -P + aP dp cvJTf (A. 8) = - Tf("§i:')p) -+ 2 f Jp 
where cv is the.specific heat at constant vo~ume. If identity A.8 is 
substituted into A.7 and the continuity equation is substituted twice, 
the result is 
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2 
T£ ap· av a Tf 2 2 
= - r CaTf)p ax + k ax2 + i7 <lw + Jri: I .. wvl , (A• 9) 
The ,part~al derivative of press"LJre with re~pect to temperature at 
constant density must be .evaluated in qrder. to apply Equation A. 9, 
This can. be accomplished as follows. In genera~, p = p (P,T f);, and 
con~tant density implies dp = 0. · Thus 
(A, 10) 
The state Eq"LJatio~ A.4 for constant temperature can be rearranged to 
anc;l a cc,>efficient of thermal expansion can be define<;l. as 
1 ap 
a=-(-) 
P aT£ P 
The final thermal energy equation can be written as 
2 
a.T£ aP ap a T£ 2hi 
= - ~J (- + V -) + k- + -·- (T. 
at ax ':1 2 r. 1 
aX 1 
(A.ll) 
where Ti is the inside line wall tem,perature and ,the convective heat 
transfer expressiqn 
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has been substituted, This is the form. of the_ enel;'gy used for the;) method 
of characteristics solution in Chapter III. The operational solution~ 
also in Chapter-III, is based on a simplified form.of Equation A.ll. 
Reference (8) contains fluid property data for three hydraulic 
fluids which are MIL ... H-5606, MIL-H~83282, and Skydrol 500B. Based on th~ 
data for these: fluids, the maximum value of (aT/ J) c~n be calculated to 
-5 be 3,6 X 10 , Th,us, the term containing this coefficient is insignifi-
cant, The thermal conductivity of hydraulic fluids is of the ord.er of 
10-6 Btu/(sec-in- 0 f) which makes the therm~l conductivity term negligible 
unless a large second derivative of temperature exists; however, the _con-
ductivity term can be neglected if the length to radius ratio for a line 
is large which implies that heat transfer to the wall will dominate. 
The friction term can be eliminated by realizing that the pressure 
drop due to. friction can be expressed, in terms of 'w and then performing 
a simple order of magnitude analysis, If r and fluid properties are 
w 
constant, one can express the steady~state temperature increase due to 
friction for a line of .length t as follows: 
2-r 
w 
= 
bP 
J 
~= 
r. 
l. 
= 
2-r Q, 
w 
pc r.J v: l. 
bP 
pc J 
v 
If one uses nominal values for p and c of 0,03 lb /in3 and v m 
0,5 Btu/(lb °F) and uses the (in-lb-sec) units, then the result is m . . 
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where i':.Tf is the total temperature increase in steady-state.due to the. 
pressure drop i':.P, Obviously a large pressure drop must be constdered be-
fore the pressure drop (frictional effect) will be significant, 
If all of the terms on the right of Equation A.ll are eliminated 
except. the heat t:ransfer term. then a simplified equation can be written 
as 
2h. 
l. 
=-
r. 
l. 
(A.l2) 
This is the equation used for the operational solution in Chapter III. 
APPENDIX B 
SOLUTION OF THE MOMENTUM AND CONnNUITY EQUATIONS . 
BY THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 
The method of characteristics .solution for the thermal response. of 
fluid in a line has been developed in Chapter .III. This· appenc\ix .pre-
sents a brief summary of the corresponding solution for presst1re and flow 
which must be performed simultaneously. Details of the solution pre~ 
sen ted here can be found in references (8 ,9 ,10, 11,12, and 65). 
If one multiplies the momentum Equation A. 2 by g I p and the 
c 
continuity Equation A. 3 by g I (pa) , the respective results ··are 
c 
gc ap 
-·-+ pa ax 
2g 1" 
Cav + v av) + c w = 0 
at ax pr. 
1. 
1ffid 
gc ap gc aP av 
-- + .- V - + a - = 0 pa at pa ax ax 
The sum and di£ference.of Equation B.l and B.2 are 
:~ [g· + (a + V) ~~ + ffi + (a + V) ~~ + 2:~~w = o 
1.. 
and 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
(B, 3) 
Each of the .bracketed terms ·define a total time derivative according to 
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the identity 
along the curve 
or 
d Cl Cl dx 
dt = ar + ax dt .· 
dx dt=V+a 
dx 
dt=V-a 
Equations B.S and B.6 define the pressure wave characteristics 
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(B. 5) 
(B.6) 
in the (x,t) plane as shown.in Figure 31. With the appropriate substitu-
tions, Equations 8.3 and B.4 can be written as 
along the curves 
and 
along the curves 
gc dP · 
--+ pa dt 
dx dt = V + a 
gc dP dV 
- --+ pa dt dt =-
dx dt=V-a 
2g· 1' 
. c w 
pr. 
l. 
(B.7) 
(B. 8) 
Th~ pressure, velocity, and fluid properties at the points. R and S 
in Figure 31 can be evaluated by interpolation since all of the quanti-
ties .are known at points .A, B, and C, If one assumes that the ,wave 
characte:rist~cs are straight lines from R to D and S to D, a first..,.order 
=V+a 
Figure 31. Illustration of the Pressure Wave 
and Thermal Energy Character-
istics 
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integration o:f Equations B. 7 and B. 8 and simultaneous solution for 
the pressure and velocity at point D results. in 
and 
where 
CR = 
CL = 
and 
-: Ps + 
- PR + 
z 
z 
z 
c 
2at 
v w 
-c s r. 
s 1 
2at 
cVR 
w 
+ 
r. R 1' 
b.t 
b.t 
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(B.9) 
(B, 10) 
It is. shown in reference (31) that the solution is stable if points 
R and S lie between A and B. This implies that the thermal energy solu-
tion developed in Chapter III is stable whenever the .solution given by 
Equations B.9 and B.lO is stable, This can be verified by observing 
the pathline or thennal characteristic shown,passing through point H in 
Figure 31, For all values of acoustic velocity, a, point H must lie be-
tween R and S, and since, in general'· IV I « a, b.x and lit can be chosen 
such that B. is very .near A, S is very near B, and H is relatively near C~ 
This is considered further in Chapter V, 
APPENDIX C 
PREPROCESSOR AND SIMULATOR APPROACH 
TO HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SIMULATION 
This appendix considers the concepttJal d~sign of a,hydraulic system 
simulation pac~age which is based.on a preprocessor and simulator ap-
proach, The concepts presented· are valid whether or not thermal effects 
are to be simulated; and in fact,· any type. of system which can be repre-. 
sented as a set of-coupled components could be consic;lered. The contents 
of this appendix are a result of the author's analysis of existing hy-
draulic system simulation programs and particular general programs for 
continuous systems, The purpose of the appendix is to document a pro-
gramming approach which can be -us~d to develop a more versatile hydraulic 
system simulation program th~ is presently _available, 
The two most.significant hydraulic system simulation programs which 
are currently available are the McDonnell Aircraft HYTRAN (8) and HYDSIM 
by C, K, Smith (59,1), The HYDSIM program structure is more,general and 
has the capability to accept more·types of component models than the 
HYTRAN program. HYT~is designed to use the method of cha.~acteristics 
line model only, which is one mode~ type which cannot. be easily imple-
mented in HYDSIM, Both qf the routines have two characteristics which 
are _undesirable from the viewpoint of a user, These are as follow. 
1) \Tf programs depend on a co~ponent model routine library, The 
additio.n of new components to library is, at best, very 
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difficult. In. HYDSIM, the difficulties arise from a vel'y 
complex model routine structure 1 ai).d in HYT~ J the lack of port. 
variables other than pressure and flqw causes the difficulty. 
2) The -amount,of computer core storage is nearly independent of the 
complex~ty of the system\ being simulated,. This. indepen<;\ence 
derives from the _use of Fortran common blocks.for cqmponent, 
vari~ble storage and from the concept of load,ing the .entire 
component library for all simulations, This makes small. syst~m 
simula't;ions unnecessarily costly, makes the. expansion to very .. 
large systems difficult;, an.d implicitly penaltzes having both· 
simple .and complex component model~ in the component library • 1 
It is the authol'' s opinion that desirable chara~teristics for a 
simulation program ii).clude th~ following. · 
l) Component orientation must allow a system to be described in. 
terms of couplec!. components. Permissil:>le port variables .at the 
component interfaces should. inc;lude all those variables of. 
interest whicl} occur in the physical systems to be simulated. 
2) User-supplied data to speciff a syst;em configura~ion _and the 
parameters ,for ~.simulation should be in a free format which is 
convenient for the user. · 
~) The inclusion of new models should _be possible both temporari~y 
and permanently -with as little -_effqrt as possible. Model rou-
tines should have a simple .syntax; the -specification of new 
' ' . 
models to the simulation program should be _straightforward; and 
1 It is underst;qod by th~ author that a HYTRAN version ;not yet-. re-
leased w,ill no_t -use Fortran .. con\mqn -blocks .for cqmponent routine variable 
st.orage. 
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the interf13.cing of component ports should be generalized, 
4) The computer memory storage requirements of a simulation program 
should reflect the complexity of.the system being simulated, 
5) The program should be designed and coded in an efficient manner 
but not in such a way that user-orientation is reduced, 
It is not possible to .achieve all of the above objectives with a 
simulation routine written as one Fortran program, A single Fortran pro..,. 
gram cannot expand as required by 4) above~ and item 3) requires coding 
ch~ges if one is to permaneJ+tly add routines to a program such as HYDSIM 
or HYTRAN. · Also, if item 2) is to be achieved the result will be a 
rather large input processor which will be used during the initialization 
of a simulation and will not be needed while the simulated respons.e is 
being calculated, Characteristics 1) and 5) are matters of program 
design and can be achieved if the overall simulation package is correctly 
structured, 
Preprocessor.and Simulator Concept 
Several of the general purpose simulation programs such as CSMP/360 
(4), DSL/90 (3), anci MIMIC (2) utilize a preprocessor and simulator ap-
proach to system simulation. The. preprocessor portion of each program 
reads the user data and produces output to be useci by the simulator, As 
examples, the model descript~on which a user supplies ,for CSMP/360 is 
sorted and processed iJ+to a. Fortran subroutine.. This· routine is compiled 
by the regular Fortran compiler and is used by the simulator for the 
total desc:l;,'iption 9f the system model. Similarly, MIMIC translates the. 
user input dat~ directly to a machine language routine which is used by 
the simulator. In each case the user input is .read by a preprocessor 
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whose fnnction is complete cmc~ the input data has been. translated to a 
second form, The preprocessor is then replaced by a simulator that cal-
culates and reports the system response, A similar approach can be used 
to develop a Fortran based hydr<itlJ.lic .system simulation which will have 
the.characteristics listed above, 
The conceptual operation of a block...,orientated preprocessor and 
simulator can be represented as in Figure 32, In this·figure the input. 
to be supplied by the user is illustrated by the card images,. The pri~ 
mary user input tq the preprocessor is used in setting up the. simulation 
to be done by the simulator, The preprocessor should produce three 
Fortran routines which are specific for the hydarulic system defined by 
the user, These are a main program to allocate array storage via Fortran 
dimension statements.and call the simulator, a routine to direct the 
calling of model routines, and a routine to direct the solution of alge-
braic equation sets ':Vi thin the system model, The advantages of this 
approach are as follow. · 
1) The preprocessor can be large since it is not part.of the 
simulator, 
2) Array storage can be allocated to match .the size of the system 
being simulated since a small main program is always written and 
compiled, 
3) Only th,e component routines which are actually neede4 from the· 
component library need .be loC].ded thus reducing the simulation 
program size, 
4) The optional new mod.el routines can be permanently added to the. 
simulation package by adding them to the data file which des-
cribes model routines and to the component library, No 
USER'S INPUT 
TO DEFINE SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION, 
PARAMETERS, 
INITIAL CONDITIONS, 
AND OPTIONAL NEW 
. MODEL ROUTINES 
LOADER 
PROGRAM 
TABULATED AND 
PLOTTED SIMULATION 
RESULTS 
Figure 32. Information Flow in a Preprocessor 
and Simulator Program 
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modifications of tl).e preprocessor or simulator should be 
required, 
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Th~ preprocessor approach to simulation can ,be· contrasted to that. 
shown in Figure 33; The, programS: HYOSIM and HYTRAN both ;follow Figure. 33 
in which the primary user input is not used until the simulation package 
is all loaded and is executing, This results in a fi~ed program size and 
in little possibility for adding new models wit,hout changing the simula-
tion program coding, The opticmal new-model routines shown in Figure 33 
are temporary additions .which at most replace dummy routines in the·. 
component library, The ,only apparent advantage to the approach in Figure 
33 is that it parallels the regular execution of· a Fortran program thus 
requiring no spec~al job control requirements, 
The details .needed to complete. Figure 32 . can be outlined to complete 
the conceptual design of.a preproc~ssor and simulator for block-oriented 
hydraulic system simulation,. The following section contains this part of 
the design, · 
Program Design Requ~rements . 
~Input Data 
The use:r input ,data fQr a hyqraulic system. simulation must specify 
four types of information which are a description of new model routines, 
a descdption of the system topology, the parameters for component 
models,t and simulation cont:rol varia~les whic~ set quantitie,s such as the 
simulation time~ variables tQ be tabulated and plotted, integration step 
size, etc, · The topology and other data can be specified in a manner 
similar to that used in HYDSIM, Component port connections can be 
specified on data cards as 
USER'S INPUT 
TO DEFINE SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION, 
PARAMETERS, INITIAL 
CONDITIONS AND 
OPTIONAL NEW 
ROUTINES 
SIMULATION 
PROGRAM 
TABULATED AND 
PLOTTED SIMULATION 
RESULTS 
Figure 33. Information Flow in a Typical Fortran 
Simulation Program 
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3(1) = 4(6)PG 
to indicate that port 1 ·of component 3 is .connected to port 6 of com-
ponent 4, The· "P" and "G" are optional and indicate that. the port vari- . 
ables at this connection. are to be .printed and graphed, Th~ parameters 
for a component can be specified as. 
4/2,1, l.OE4~ -6, 5,1/ 
to indicate that the five parameters· for component 4 are the values be-
tween the slashes, The type of comp<;ment can be given by.an.expression 
such, as 
PUMP/3/ 
to indicate that component .. 3 is the model routine PI,JMP from the component 
library, The simulation control variables can simply be specified such 
as 
DELT = 0,001 
for each of the control variables, 
This·· completes a model format for each type of information except 
the definition of a new model routine, · It is intended that each of the 
above types of data,can be punched anywhere on a card and that one card 
may cont~;~.in several data items in any order, In general~ one should not 
expec,t the. user to adhere to a· set of strict input rules which can be 
avoided by allowing the preprocessor to acc~pt data liberally. 
The data needed to define a new component model cons:i,.sts of three 
parts which are the specification .of the number of variables used by .the 
model, a specificatioll: of each depencj.ent .port, variable, and a 
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specification of the algebraic eq~ation sets within the model, Assume 
that a varh.ble .notation such as that shown in Table II is used and that 
a new r9utine by the n~e of SAMPL is to be described, If the charac-
teristics· of the model are as shown in Table III and one requires that 
all model routines are subroutines with the argument list (X, DX, S, Y, 
P, A, G, PVIND i PVDEP), then all of the user data required to define 
SAMPL can be presented as shown in Table IV. 
Table IV is a set of data cards which specify all of the information 
in Table IIL These cards can be read by th~ preprocessor along with the 
data described earlier and again no specific placement of the data is 
assumed, The information is sufficient to define a new model routine 
and is, in fact, the same type of data which the component data file in 
Figure 32 must contain for each component model routine, 
For some model routines the array storage requirements depend on 
pa:r;ameters, For example, a method of cha+act~ristics line .model st<:>rage 
requirements.depe~ds on the line length, fluid properties, and the inte-
gratio~ step size, Such models can be implemented by having the user 
write a Fortran subprogr~ which is passed the component routine name or 
a code number, the parameters for the component, and the integration 
step, The routine must calculate the amount of X and S storage required 
and return the same, Actually, two such storage definition routines are 
required with one to define new model requirements and one to define 
storage requirements for model routin~s in .the component library, 
Library Component Data ~ 
A component data file is necessary to define the .characteristics of 
the model routines in the component library, The data file must contain 
Variable 
A(J, I) 
DELT 
DX(I) 
G (I) 
NP 
NPORTS 
NS 
NX 
NY 
p (I) 
PVDEP(l, 
PVDEP(2, 
PVIND(l, 
PVIND(2, 
S (I) 
X(I) 
y (I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
TABLE II 
VARIABLE NOTATION FOR COMPONENT ROUTINE MODELS 
Definition 
The derivativ.e of the Ith algebraic equation with 
respec.t to the Jth variable in the equation. 
The integration time step. 
The Ith state derivative. 
The value of algebraic equation I, 
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The number of parameters, P (i), used in a component 
modeL NP > 0, 
·-
The number of ports defineQ. for a component. . 
The number of storage variables, S (i), used in a 
cqmponent model. NS > 0, 
The· number of .state variables, X (i), used in a 
component model. NX > 0, 
The ·number of algebraic variables, Y(i), used 
component. NY > 0, 
The parameters needed to describe a component. 
The dependent variable at port I. 
The dependent temperature at port L 
The independent variable at port L 
The independent temperature at port I, 
in a 
A storage array whi~h can be used within a component 
model routine for storing model information, solving 
internal algebraic equations, or propagating 
differenc~ equations,· 
The Ith state variable, 
The Ith algebraic variable, 
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TABLE III 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR EXAMPLE MODEL·ROUTINE SAMPL 
Gontinuous State Variables 
Discrete State Variables or 
Internal Storage 
Algebraic Equations 
Parameters. Required, 
Ports 
Port·Variables Defined. by 
Algebraic Variables 
Set 1 
gl (Y 1' 
g2 (Yl' 
Set 2 
~l(Y2, 
g2 (Y 2' 
Ports 2 and 3 are pressure and 
flow ports with pressure inde-
pendent, 
Port 1 is a force and velocity 
port with force ,independent, 
PVDEP1 l = Y1 
' PVDEP 1 ,; 3 = Y2 
PVDEP2 2 = Y 43 
' PVDEP2 3 Y4 
' All ·.other independent port 
variables are defined in terms . 
of X, S, and time,. 
TABLE IV 
SAMPLE DATA TO DEFINE NEW MODEL ROUTINE SAMPL 
SUBROUTINE SAMPL (X(2), DX(2), S(4), Y(4), P(6), 
PVIND(3), PVDEP (3)) 
SET = 1 
G1(Y(1), Y(3), PVIND(1,1)) 
G 2 (Y ( 1) , Y ( 3) ) 
SET = 2 
G1(Y(2), Y(4), PVIND(1,2)) 
G2(Y(2), Y(4), PVIND(2,3)) 
PVIND(1,1) =PRES, PVIND(1,3) =PRES, 
PVIND(1,2) =FORCE 
PVDEP(1,1) = Y(1), PVDEP(1,3) = Y(2) 
PVDEP(2,2) = Y(4), PVDEP(2,3) =_Y(4) 
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one set of information for eacl). component to allow the processqr to in-
clude that component in a simulation. The information which must be. 
stored in.the file is identic~l to that shown for the "new model" in 
Table IV, The data can be stored more efficiently. than actually storing 
card images in the file at the discretion of the programmer, It is as-
sumed that a special program must be written to create the data file .and 
that the input for the creation program wil~ .be similar to tl).at in Table 
IV. This. program would be rerun each time a model routine was to be. 
permanently added to the component library. 
Component Model Routine Structure 
Component model routines, should be structured in. a mam,J.er wl).ich en-
courages tl).e user to add new models.as opposed to being overwhelmingly 
complex. This· can be achieved if the. routines .. all follow one. skeleton 
form and use a simple variable set .such as shown in Table II. All array 
variables should b~ passed to a model routine viq. an argum.ent list which 
implies that all roU,tines ·should begin in a manner similar to 
SUBROUTINE SAMPL (X, DX, S, Y, P, A, G, PVIND, PVDEP) 
DIMENSION X(l), DX(l), S(l), Y(l), P(l), A(NG,l), G(l), 
PVIND(2~1), PVDEP(2,1) 
COMMON o • • scalar variables 
GO TO (100, 200, 300, . o .), MODE 
where NG could be specified t~rough common, The variable MODE woulc;l 
specify whether the routine is tq perform initialization, evaluate state 
derivatives, evaluate port.variables, etc. MODE would be defined by th~ 
simulation routine, and a user would only have to code the operations 
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required by each MODE value. 
Each array used by each routine would begin at. the first element 
such as X(l), Y(l), A(l,l), etc., and would proceed to the maximum.ele-
ment to be used.in the routine. The preprocessor.must.allocate individ-
ual routine storage space in a large array, but the user need not be 
cqncerned with this. except to the extent required by Table IV. The 
va,riables from the list in Table II which must be defined by a routine 
include DX, S, A, G, and PVDEP. Each must be defined as discussed in· 
Chapter IV or as done in the HYDSIM (59) program, although HYDSIM uses a 
much more complex variable syntax, 
Preprocessor Program 
The·preproce~sor program must interpret the user input.data.and con-
struct a system model which corresponds to the user's hydraulic circuit. 
It should write a main program which dimensions an array large enough for 
all the storage required by the component routines that are to be used. 
The main program must call the. simulator and pass the storage array as an 
argument~ The .simulator must control the cq.lculation of the simulated 
response· and must have available a model description routine also written 
by the preprocessor. 
The simultor.needs to call 9nly one routine and pass.the storage 
array as an argument. . The routine must be written by the preprocessor 
and must call the component model routines for the user's system, When 
the calls to model routines are made, the arguments must be elements.of 
the storage array. For example, assume the main program contains 
DIMENSION B(SOO) and that B is passed to the major simulation rout~ne 
which in turn passes it to.the model routine. If the routint;} SAMPL·from 
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the earlier discussion is allocated the storage from B(9) to B(37), then 
a call to SAMPL could appear as 
CALL SAMPL (B(9), B(ll), B(13), B(l6), B(ZO), A,F 
B(26), B(32)). 
Thus, X(l) and X(2) in SAMPL would correspond to B(9) and B(lO), DX(l) 
and DX(2) would correspond to B(ll) and B(l2), etc,· The bookkeeping 
associated w:ith allocating and using space in .such a manner can be .done 
within the preprocessor and the simulator without being of concern to the 
user, The user only need be. concerned with developing and presenting 
models as discussed earlier, 
A second.subroutine which must be written by the simulator must 
control the calling of component mo~el routines. during the solution of 
algebraic equation sets, This routine must supply the Jacobian matrix 
and equation values to a solution method such as the block-oriented 
Newton-Raphson algorithm defined by Smith (1) and can do so by appro-
priately calling component routines. The component routines in turn 
evaluate the Jacobian elements for the equations within the component,· 
When all of the component routines related to an equation have been. 
called, the full Jacobian will be available as will the equation values, 
If a sparse matrix approach is used to eliminate the .zeroes in the 
Jacobian, the algebraic equation control routine written by the preproc-
essor must also define the·sparse solution information discussed in 
Appendix D. 
Figure. 32 also indicates that the preprocessor must write a tempo-
rary data file to be read by the simulator, This file must contain all 
of the parameters from the user input data plus other control vectors 
• 
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needed to do the sim.ulation .. The control ve~tors will include quantities 
such as the su,bscripts of variables to be. printed and plotted, pointers 
to locate state variables in the large storage array, integration control 
data, and the informati.on required to solve the algebraic equation sets, 
If a sparse matrix method is used, the algebraic equation set information 
would be similar to that discussed in AppeJldix D. The data from the .file 
must be read by the simulator durh1.g initialization. After the data is 
read, the simulator.should immediately be ready to begin the simulation 
since no error c4ecking need be done except . to assure. that a preprocessor 
data file was read. It is conceivable that the data file could contain 
information for multiple runs, and that at the end of each run the 
simulator would attempt to .read another set of datauntil an end of file. 
occurred. 
A flowchart for the preprocessor is shown in Figure. 34, · The flow-
chart.is intended, to identify the major operations which must be per 
formed in the preprocessing. The handling of user input data is further 
detailed in Figure 35, A:rl. assumption in Figure 35 is that oJ?.e data ca~d 
may only contain one entry of the types .discussed earlier. This assump..., 
tion simplifies the Ul}de:rstanding of the steps in processing the input 
data~ but is not a requirement for actual program implementation. · Th~, 
details of determining storage requirements. are shown in Figure 36, The 
main feature of the storage specification algorithm is the option of cal-
culating the requirement~ based on the parameters. for a particular com-
ponent. The equation sorting required in Figure 34 is detailed in the 
referen~e·cited and can be implemented directly. 
****A2********* 
* *  START  
• * 
"'************** 
<-----------------------------~------
v 
*****B2********** 
* *  READ AND  
* PROCESS USER * 
* DATA * 
* * 
·······*[······'* 
·*· C2 *• 
•*IS THIS*• 
•* THE FIRST *• NO 
*• SET OF DATA •*---
*• READ ? •* 
*· ·* 
*· ·* r~ 
v 
*****D2********** 
* DETERMINE * 
* STORAGE * 
*REQUIREMENT FOR* 
*EACH COMPONENT * 
* ROUTINE * 
***************** 
v 
*****E2********** 
* ALLOCATE * 
* STORAGE FOR * 
*EACH COMPON.ENT * 
* ROUTINE * 
* • 
***************** 
v 
*****F2********** 
* SORT THE * 
* ALGEBRAIC * 
*EQUATIONS WITH * 
* THE ALGORITHM * 
* BY SMITHClJ * 
········r·· .. ···· 
v 
*****G2********** 
*WRITE A MAIN * 
* PROGRAM TO A * 
*DISK FILE WHICH* 
*****83********** 
* * *WRITE ROUTINE * 
--->* MODEL TO THE .• 
*SAME DISK FILE * 
* * 
........ r········ 
v 
*****C3********** 
* *  WRITE ROUTINE  
* NEWVAL TO THE * 
* * ***************** I *SAME DISK FILE * 
-----------> 
v 
*****03********** 
*INITIALIZE THE * 
* STORAGE ARRAY * 
*BY WRIT lNG All * 
* INITIAL * 
*CONDITIONS AND * 
* PARAMETER * 
* VALUES TO A * 
* SECOND DISK * 
* FILE * 
***************** 
v 
***************** 
*WRITE SIMULATOR* 
* DATA TO THE· * 
* SECOND * 
* DISK FILE TO * 
*CONTROL OUTPUT•* 
* SIMULATION * 
* TIME 1 AND * 
* ALGEDRAIC * 
* EQUATION * 
* SOLVING * 
***************** 
' 
*DIMENSIONS THE ,.._ __ _ 
* STORAGE ARRAY * 
* AND CALLS THE * 
* SIMULATOR * 
***************** 
Figure 34. Flow Diagram for the 
Preprocessor Program 
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• 
****A3********* 
* BEGIN. . * 
*PROCESSING USER* 
* DATA * 
••••••••••••••• 
***83*¥ •• J ••••••• 
* READ A CARD * 
IN ALPHAMERIC <---------------------
* FORIIAT * 
*********i******* 
v ' 
*****CZ********** CJ*•,J :cH~Kct~~L~AST : YES •• ·:~A~N~To:· •• 
* PORTS AGAINST •<------•· RUN CARD •* 
* THE DATA FILE * *• ? . •* 
• * •• • • 
....... '!........ '·i·:, 
••• v 
02 *• *****03*••······· 
•• •• • • NO •* ARE ALL *• * IDENTIFY AND * 
--------~-----•. PORTS •* *OEtODE THE DATA* 
v 
•••et•••••**••••• 
•.COUPLED ?.• * ON THE tARO * 
•• •• • • ··r·~ES ........ r .. ······ 
v v 
.•. . .. 
E2 *• E3 *• *****E~********** 
•* WERE *• •*WAS IT *• *ADD TO A LIST * 
WRITE AN * NO •* ALL *• •* PORT •·· YES *. OF COUPLED * 
ERROR MESSAGE <-------•.COMPONENTS IN.* •.COUPLING DATA.*---.-->* PORTS AND 1/0 •--> 
* * *.THE DATA •* *• ? •* *SPECIFICATIONS * 
*•FILE?.* *• •* * * 
··········v1....... ·:i::,, ·:i::, ................ . 
F2 *• f3 *• * .. f~************ 
****Fl********* •* HAVE *• •*WAS IT *• WRITE THE 
: STOP !<--!~!.:*I~~R~RRSfi~ *:. .:*PAR~~T~Rs *:,!!.! ___ > • REcB:~Al~F A~:..> 
* * *· ? •* •.COMPONENT.* * RANDOM FILE * 
••••••••••••••• •• •• 
•• J 7 •• 
.. .. . ... . ............... . i" r 
V G3 *• *****Git********** 
****GZ*******-** • *WAJ 1 T *• • * 
: PROtEi~EwiTH : •=sp~g~FY~i¥I~:.!~---->:AoDAT~~s~At~ TO=--> 
*PREPROCESSOR * *• DATA? •* *COHPONENT.TYPES* 
••••••••••••••• •• •• • • 
Figure 35. 
.. .. . ................ . 
. ro 
v 
.•. 
H3 *• 
• *WAS IT *· 
•* NEll *• YES 
*• COMPONENT ·*--------> 
*• DATA 7 •* * 
• 
***H4************ ADD THE NEW 
COMPONENT * 
OAT A TO THE --> 
COMPONENT * DATA FILE .. .. 
.... . ............... . 
i" 
•••Jl•••········· 
* WRITE AN * 
ERROR HESSAGE ------------------------------
* • 
••••••••••••••••• 
Flow Diagram for User Input 
Data Processing 
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****B2********* 
* * * STOP * 
* * *************** A 
****A3********* 
* BEGIN STORAGE * 
* DETERMINATION * 
* * *************** 
v 
*****B3********** 
*SELECT THE NEXT* 
* ITEM FROM THE * 
* LIST OF *<-----------------
*COMPONENT TYPES* 
* * ***************** 
YES V 
·*· ·*· C2 *• C3 *• 
•* HAVE *• •* IS IT *• 
•*THERE BEEN *• YES •*THE END OF *• 
*• ANY ERRORS ·*<--------*· THE LIST •* 
*. ? • * *. ? ·* 
*· ·* *· •* 
*· ·* *· ·* 
*NO r 
v 
****D2********* 
* PROCEED WITH * 
* THE * 
* PREPROCESSOR * 
*************** 
Figure 36. 
v 
***************** 
* SEARCH THE * 
*COMPONENT DATA * 
* FILE FOR THE * 
* STORAGE * 
*REQUIREMENTS OF* 
* THE CURRENT * 
*COMPONENT FROM * 
* THE LIST OF * 
*COMPONENT TYPES* 
* AND DETERMINE * 
*If THE STORAGE * 
* DEPENDS ON * 
* PARAMETERS * 
***************** 
v 
·*· F3 *• *****Fit-********** 
•* ARE *• * * 
•*PARAMETERS *• NO *ADO THE STORAGE* 
*• INVOLVED .>~<-------->*REQUIREMENT TO * 
*• ? •* *A STORAGE LIST * 
*· ·* * • *· ·* ***************** i YES A 
v 
***G3************ *****G4********** READ THE * PASS THE * 
* PARAMETERS * *PARAMETERS TO A* 
FROM THE -------->* ROUTINE FOR * 
* RANDOM FILE * * STORAGE * 
* CALCULATION * 
***************** ***************** 
Flow Diagram for Storage Requirements 
Determination 
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Simulator Program 
The simulator program shown in Figure 32 controls.the calculation of 
the simulated response. The major functions which the sinmlator must 
perform are integrationJ printing tabular resultsJ and plotting results, 
The integration·depends·on theroutine to call model,. routines discussed 
earlier and also on the solution of the alg.ebraic equations .which is con-
trolled external to· the major simulator _rc;mtine .. 
A convenient way to achieve control of algebraic· equation solving 
is to have the routine which the preprocessor produces call an equation 
solver. The equation solver can in turn call the. algebraic equation 
evaluation routine from the preprocessor to obtain the Jacobian and equa-r 
tion values. If this approach is used the routine which controls the 
simulation need only call. one, routine and all gerivative values. can be 
made available on ret~rn. If no algebraic equation sets exist in. a sys.,. 
temmode+~ the call to the solver.can be omitted with no change in the 
flow of the central control routine. 
It would be useful fo.r the central integrator to define a variable 
which indicates the.current status of the integration algorithm. For 
example • if an integr~tion algorithm requires four derivative .. evaluations 
per time step, a variable could be set to 1 ~ 2 ~ 3, or 4 J to indicate the 
evaluation being done; · Routines such as a method of charact,eristics line. 
model could then propagate internal differen~e ·equations based on the 
int,egrator status, This would simplif~ the propagation of discrete 
states along with continuous state variables, 
A flowchart for the. simulator is shown in Figure 37. The figure 
indicates the basic operations ,which must be performed. for a. simulation. 
The basic functions of routine MODEL are sh()wn in Figure 38. The·routine 
****A3********* 
• * 
*START SIMULATOR* 
* • 
*************** 
v 
***83************ 
* READ * 
-----------------> PREPROCESSOR 
*****G2********** 
• • 
. * * 
*GENERATE PLOTS * 
* * 
* * ***************** 
t 
Figure 37. 
* DATA FILE * 
......... 1 ....... 
·*· C3 *• 
•*END OF *• ****C.r.********* 
•* FILE *• YES * * 
*• ENCOUNTERED .•-------->* STOP * 
•• 1 •• • • 
*• ·* *************** 
*• ·* 
*NO 
v 
*****D3********** 
* * 
* *  INITIALIZE  
* * 
* . * ........ i .......  
v 
. *· E3- *• ***E4************ 
·* *· 
•* IS IT *• YES 
--->*. TIME FOR .------> 
*•OUTPUT ? •* * 
*· ·* 
* WRITE OUTPUT AND SAVE DATA 
FOR PLOTS * 
*· ·* ***************** 
* NO ) 
1<-------------------------v 
*****F3********** 
* INTEGRATE ONE * 
* TIME STEP * 
* CALLING MODEL * 
*TO EVALUATE OX * 
* * 
········1···· .. ·· 
••• G3 *• 
•• *• YES •* IS TIME *• 
----•. < FINAL •* 
*• TIME ? •* 
*· ·* 
*· ·* * NO I 
Flow Diagram for the Simulator 
• 
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** **A3******** * 
* ENTER ON CALL * 
*FROM SIMULATOR * 
* * *************** 
v 
*****83********** 
*CALL COMPONENT * 
* ROUTINES TD * 
* EVALUATE * 
*PVDE P( X, S, TIMEJ * 
* * ***************** 
v 
*****C3********** 
* * *MOVE PVOEP FROM* 
* ABOVE INTO * 
* PVIND * 
* * ***************"'* I 
v 
• *• 03 •• *****04********** 
•* ARE *• * * 
•* THERE *• YES * CALL NEWTON * 
*• ALGEBRAIC .•-------->*RAPHSON SOLVER * 
*•EQUATIONS.* * * 
*· ? ·* * * *· ·* ***************** 
* NO I 
1<-------------------------v 
*****E3********** 
* * *CALL COMPONENT  
* ROUTINES TO * 
* EVAlUATE OX * 
* * ***************** 
v 
****F3********* 
* * * RETURN * 
* * *************** 
Figure 38. Flow Diagram for Subroutine 
Model 
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essentially consists of c~lls to component routines ·along with a call to 
an equa~ion solver if algebraic equation sets are present, The solution 
of algebraic equation sets·requires a routine as.depicted in Figure.39 to 
evaluate the Jacobi.an and equations for each set, The individual steps. 
in evaluating the Jacobian for one equati<;m set when multiple, components 
are involved a,re shown in Figure 39. 
This· append,ix has briefly considered design concepts which Ccpl be. 
implemented to form a versatile, block-oriented simulation program, The 
e:J<ample simulatiot;J.S presented in Chapter V were performed with a program 
based on the concepts presented here, The preprocessor portion of the .. 
simulation was done manually for expediency and to a~d in verifying the 
concepts for this appendix. Aside from programming deta.ils there seems 
to be no obstacles to prevent implementing a computer code which follows 
Figure 32 and possesses the desirable characteristics stated earlier. 
****A3********* 
* ENTER ON CALL * 
* FROM NEWTON * 
*RAPHSON SOLVER * 
*************** 
v 
*****B3********** 
* * *DEFINE ICOL FOR* 
*EQUATION SET N * 
* * 
* * ***************** 
v 
*****C3********** 
* BRANCH TO * 
* CODING FOR * 
* SYSTEM MODEL * 
*EQUATION SET N * 
* * ***************** 
v 
*****03********** 
*CALL COMPONENT * 
* ROUTINES TO * 
* EVALUATE * 
* PVOEPIY} FOR * 
*EQUATION SET N * 
***************** 
v 
*****E3********** 
* * *MOVE PVDEP FROM* 
* ABOVE INTO * 
* PVINO * 
* * ***************** 
v 
*****F3********** 
*CALL COMPONENT * 
* ROUTINES TO * 
*EVALUATE A AND * 
*F FOR EQUATION * 
* SET N * 
***************** 
v 
****G3********* 
* * * RETURN * 
* * *************** 
Figure 39. Flow Diagram for Jacobian 
Evaluation 
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APPENDIX D 
USE OF A SPARSE MATRIX SOLUTION IN 
BLOCK-ORIENTED SIMULATION 
The discussion in Chapter IV and Appenqix C assumes that algebraic 
equations can·be used to descl;'ibe a componeiJ.t model, Smith has detailed 
an algorithm for solving the .sets of coupled algebraic equations which 
result when components are coupled into systems as well as an algorithm 
for identifying independent equation sets (1). His·. effort was directed 
toward constructing the component models in. such, a way. that equation sets 
cquld cross component boundaries .and could still be solved in a general 
manner, 
Implicit in the·Newton-Raphson solution used by Smith is the need tq 
repeatedly solve a linear equation set of the form. 
(D.l) 
where g is a vector of n functions, Y is a vector of n unknowns.. anq the . 
partial deriva,tive is the Jacobian of. g. Th~ Jacobians which appear in 
hydraulic system models often contain many zero terms thus suggesting 
that a sparse solution method may be applicable. This appendix develops 
an approach which allows a general sparse ma,trix.solution .method to be 
implemented within a block-oriented system simulation program. 
The literature contains numerous discussions which consider the 
solution of linea,r equation sets ·Of the form 
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AY = G 
where A is n x n, Y is n x 1, and G is n x 1, However, the majority of. 
the discussions are specialized for cases such as A bein~ symmetric, A 
being banded or partitioned, or A being too large to store within com-
puter memory. Since none of these conditions exist, in general, in hy .. 
draulic system models, it appears that the only applicable method is that 
presented by Key for general A matrices (57), The study presented by Key 
shows the method to be both time and storage effective if the A matrix is 
at least fifty percent sparse, The .method can be readily adapted for 
simulation applications with small changes. 
The solution algorithm by Key requires the representation of the 
coefficient matrix in a compressed form, The compressed form consists of . 
a matrix A 1 and a pointer matrix ICOL defined such that A 1 (I ,J) is the 
coefficient. of the ICOL (I ,J) unkn,own in the J 1 th equation for J ranging 
from one.to the number of non-zero terms of row I in A. For example, the 
equation set 
1 
0 
0 
4 
6 
2 
0 
0 
5 
would be represented in compressed form as 
A' = 
1 
6 
2 
4 
'· and ICOL = 
5 
= 
1 
2 
2 
4 
7 
9 
2 
0 
3 
Although Key required that . the A .ma.tri.x be compressed by simply moving 
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row elements to the left without changing order~ the above .matrices could 
also be represented as 
A' = 
4 
6 
2 
1 
5 
, and ICOL = 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
3 
wher_e th~ first row has been reorc}.ered. Th~s cha,nge requ~red modifica- · 
tion in Key's implementation of the algorithm but in no way changes the 
basic procedures.. It should be noted that· the end of. a row .or the 
presence of a .. zero in ICOL inc}.icates the end of the coefficients --for one 
equation in A'. 
It is useful to consider how the A'. matrix~ which is i11; fact a 
Jacobian, must be evaluated and stol;'ed in a Fortran,, block-oriented simu-
lation program. Each row in A' is associated with one equation defined. 
by one component model routine. If a component model contains several 
coupled equations~ then successive rows can be associated with the equa-: 
tions for one. component.· However, successive .row elements in a Fortran 
matrix are not; contiguous storage locations since Fortran matrices are 
allocated by column. If one evaluates A' transpose then successive terms 
defined by one equation will appear as column entries and will be stored 
in successive locq.tions in_a Fortran matrix. The result is that·a com-
ponent routine can be passed the beginning location for a column in A'T, 
and one· Car). proceed to define one column for each equat;ion in the com-
ponent model. 
As an example consider that two component rouqnes together form. a 
set of three equations .in three unknowns. Suppose that a component i de-
fines a function ~i which is the first equation in the se1; '· and that; a 
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component j defines ~ and g~ which are the second and third equations in 
the set. A'T will be' defined as shown below • 
. 
. . 
. . 
T . . 
If A' is a 3 x.3 Fortran matrix, then the.actual storage locations 
relative to the (1,1) position will oe 
1 4 7 
2 5 8 
3 6 9 
Thus gi will define .elements 1, 2, and 3; g{ will define 4, 5, ancl 6; and 
g~ will define elements 7, 8, and 9. If the A' T matrix is sparse and no 
equation contains more than two te:ms, then only six elements will be re-
quired and can be represented as 
3 
:] 4 
~n either case one column is associated with one equation and consists of 
consecutive storage which can be addressed relative to the first entry in 
the column. 
Each component model routine can contain the statement 
DIMENSION A(NG,l) where NG is defined through a common block. The. rou-
tine defining si can be called as CALL name1 ( .. .,. A(l,l), G(l), o o .) to 
evaluate the first column in A. The second routine can be entered with 
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CALL name.(,,,, A(1,2), G(2), ,,,)which will make A(l,l) within the J . . . 
routine be the· (1,~2) element in the Jacobian transpose; Similarly A(l ,2) 
within the routin:e will be A(l ,3) in the Jacob~an transpose, tVithin a 
component routine the elements in A must be ·defined as A(K~L) as the 
derivative of the Vth equation in a set of coupled equations appearing 
in the component with respect to the K'th variable in the equation, Thus 
within the coding for the routine SAMPL·from Appendi.x·C one would 
include: 
SUBROUTINE SAMPL (, 
0 • ' 
A, G, , , .) 
DIMENSION A(NG, 1), G(l) 
COMMON • , , , NG, . , 
c FOR SET 1 
G (1) = g1 (Y(l), Y(3), PVIND(1,1)) 
G (2) = g2 (Y(1}, Y(3)) 
A(1,1) = ag/aY(l) 
A(2,1) = ag/aY(3) 
A(3,1) = og/ oPVIND (1,1) 
A(l,2) = agz~ay (1) 
A(2,2) = agz~aY(3) 
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c FOR SET 2 
G (1) = g1 (Y (2), Y(4), PV IND ( 1 , 2 ) ) 
G (2) = _g2 (Y(2L Y(4), PVIND(2,3)) 
A(l ,1) 
·- ag1/ av (2,) 
A (2, 1) = ag1/aY(4) 
A(3,1) = ag1/aPVIND(l,2) 
A(l,2) = agz~av(2) 
A(2,2) = ag2/aY(4) 
A(3~2) = a g2/ a PV IND ( 2 ~ 3) 
It should be noted that the above skeleton coding uses only the 
elements 9f A and G which o:q.e wot1ld use if the equat:i,.ons for model SAMPL 
were a complete set. Th~ placing of the columns of A defined within 
SAMPL is done by the call to the routine as discussed above, Also, the 
only derivatives .which ar~ requireci are th<i)Se .which can be ·non-zero, 
Thus for set one above A(2,1) corresponds to a derivative with respect to 
Y (3), but A(4, l) would be the derivative with respect to PVIND (1, 1) if 
G(2) did not involve Y(3). 
Only non-zero derivatives, need be included in the Fortran matrix A 
since it is actually a compressed Jacobian transpose to be used in 
solving D.l for (Y. 1 - Y.) by a sparse matrix method~· However, it is 1+ 1 
nec~ssary to specify exactly which va.riables appear in each equation in 
order to construct the ICOL mat+ix which identifies the. elements in the 
compressed A matrix, This can be realized through the following example. 
Routine SAMPL from Appendix. C is component .. j and is coupled to com-
ponent i at port G of each component, In terms of the 1oca1 variables 
and equatio:qs, the equati~n to be solved is: 
and 
for compone:qt i (assumed): 
. . 
G(1) = g~(Yi(l), PVINDit1,1)) 
PVDEPj(1) = Yj(l) 
for component j (from SAMPL, set 1): 
G(l) = gi(Yj(l), Yj(3), PVINDj(1,1) 
G(2) = g~(Yj (1), Yj (3)) 
PVDEPj(1,1) = Yj(1) 
due to port coupling: 
PVINDj(l,l) = PVDEPi(1,1) 
PVINDi (1,1) = PVDEPj (1,1) 
The complete equation set is,then 
i i i g1 (Y (1), PVIND (1,1) = 0 
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with Wlknowns Y1 (1), Yj (1), Yj (3}, Assume as before th~t Y (1) and Y (3.) 
for component j, SAMPL, are. allocated storage B (16) and B (18) and further 
that Yi(l) is in B(83}. The Wlknowns in terms of storage 1oca,tions are 
then B(16), B(l8), and B(83) whi~h are the .actual quantities which must 
be determined, 
A Newton-Raphson solution as described by Smith (1) requires the, 
derivatives .of each equation with respect to each unknown, The non-zero 
terms of the compress~d Jacobian transpose for the entire set are 
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i 
A(1,1) 
agl 
= 
ayi ~1) 
i i 
A(2, 1) 
ag1 agl 
= 
aYj (1) = ClPVINDi(1,1) 
agj 
A(l,2) = 1 
ClYj(1) 
agj 
A(2,2) 1 = 
ClYj (3) 
agj agj 
A(3~2) 1 1 = 
ClYi(1) 
= 
a PVINDj (1 , 1 ) 
agj 
A (1, 3) = 2 
ayj (l) 
agj 
A(2,3) 2 = 
ayj (3), 
The A(2,1) andA(3,2) terms are obtained by the chain rule, The A(2,1) 
term is actually 
A(2,1) = 
i 
ag1 
ayj (l) 
i 
= agl aPVINDi (1, 1) aPVDEPj (1, 1) 
aPVINDi(l,l} ClPVDEPj(1i1) aYj(l) 
Clgi 
= 
1 (1) (1) 
ClPVINDi(1,1) 
An ICOL matrix to accompany the above equation set would be. 
ICOL -· 
83 
16 
0 
16 
18 
83 
16 
18 
0 
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The preceding discuss ian and example can be summarized as follows, 
1) Component .model routines can .. be developed tq define sets of 
equ~tions ·G(l) 1 G(2) 1 . ••• , G(N) as functions of algebraic vari-
ables Y(l), Y(2), . , '·' an.d indepenc;lent pert variables. It is 
nec.essary tq define A(I ,J) as t~e de~ivative ef G (J) with re-
spec.t to .the 11 th varia~le in G(J). 
2) An algebr~ic equatien a~d port variable description can be as 
shown in Table IV, This information aleng ~i th the port coup-
ling information for a given system is sufficient te identify 
sets of algebraic equations which cross compone~t boundaries as 
descri~ed by Smith (1). 
3) An ICOL. matrix must be constructed to identify the actual 
storage locations for unknowns in V terms of a global array such 
as G used in the examples. This matrix can best be defined by a 
preprocessor such as thir~ discussed in Appendix C. 
4) Actu.al el~ments of the cqmpressed Jacobian transpose· can be 
evaluated by calls t~ component routines,to overlay the A(l,l) 
element in a component routine onto the A(l,J) element in the A 
matrix for an entire _equation set. The row dimension qf A must 
be .made available to component routines through common. Com-
ponent rqutines also evaluate.each function G. 
5) Given the.ICOL from 3) above, which can be constructed by a pre-
processor, and the total A from 4) above, whose columns are de-
fined by component routines, plus G from 4) above, Equation D.l 
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can besolved for Yi+l- Y1 by a modified Key method (57), The 
required modifications are: 
a) coding the algorithm to accept A as the transpose of the 
coefficient matrix;. and 
b) · coding the algorithm .to accept. ICOL as a ttansposed matrix 
with elements of A appearing in any order. 
6) Implicit in the above steps is the definition of dependent port 
variables ~hich are not fu~ctions of only state or time ,as 
PVDEP ( •, •) = Y ( •). Also it is assumed that models are developed 
in such a way that the port coupling equations· are of t~e form 
PVDEPj ( •, •) = PVINDi ( •, •), 
The method outlined in this appendix was used in the programming of 
the ex~ples in Chapter V, The advantages of the approach are that zero 
terms are eliminated and, more importantly, that the Jacobian can be 
formed in a very unrestrictive manner, This allows component model 
routines to be developed using the·simple variable names A, G, Y, etc., 
'1\Tithout any complex subscripting as .done.in HYDSIM (1,59). If a s~stem. 
model results in large sets .of algebraic equations, the ,approach is also 
attractive due to savings in both execution t~me and storage require-
ments. 
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